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1 Summary

A prehistoric house was excavated in advance of industrial quarrying at Catpund, Shetland. Although little of the internal stratigraphy of the house remained beneath a modern cabbage enclosure (*planticrub*), the form of the house survived. The artefacts found in and around the house indicate the domestic activities which took place there, and the farming methods employed in the vicinity. A thorough analysis of the artefactual evidence suggests that the house was in use some time during the middle to late Bronze Age. This report considers the structural and environmental evidence for the house together with discussions on its form, the distribution of artefacts and dating.
Illus 1  Site location
2 Introduction

The excavation of the prehistoric house at Catpund and an adjacent steatite quarry was undertaken in 1988, as part of a landscape project devised and co-ordinated by Val Turner, for Shetland Amenity Trust. The threat to the Catpund area came from a mining concern, wishing to establish a quarry for the extraction of steatite (talc). Although steatite is common in Shetland, it is rare elsewhere in the British Isles. The threat affected both the prehistoric house and the early steatite quarry, part of which is a Scheduled Ancient Monument. Through comparison with other Shetland monuments, the house site was considered to be Bronze Age or early Iron Age in date, and the quarry at least 1000 years old.

The prehistoric house and its surrounding enclosure were located on a gentle slope at the north edge of the quarry (Calder 1956, 377, no 47). The relationship between the quarry and the house was unclear, although the presence of the latter indicated the possibility of prehistoric exploitation of the steatite. Not only was the physical presence of the two monuments threatened by the modern development, but also their relationship to each other and the surrounding landscape.

Post-medieval crofts and *planticrubs* (cultivation plots for cabbage and kale) occur along the Catpund Burn to the south of the prehistoric house, indicating that settlement in the area was varied and of long duration. This unique landscape, presently managed by crofters, was thought to be of high research value. In view of the threat to it, the then Scottish Development Department (Historic Buildings and Monuments) funded an archaeological project managed by the Shetland Amenity Trust.

2.1 Aims and rationale of the archaeological investigation

The aims of archeologically examining the prehistoric house were threefold:

- to identify its type;
- to establish its age; and
- to understand its chronology by exploring its phases of occupation.

It was also proposed to examine the enclosure surrounding the house and any other structures or features contained within it. These included the *planticrub*, which was located within the footprint of the house, and a D-shaped structure at the north end of the enclosure. The form and function of these ancillary structures were also to be investigated, as were any other areas outside the house enclosure threatened by the proposed quarry. Other implicit aims of the project were to explore the relationship of the house with the quarry, and to place it in the chronological sequence of Shetland’s other prehistoric houses.

*Illus 2  The house in its setting, viewed from the south-east. Scale 1m*
Prehistoric houses in Shetland are difficult to date with any certainty (see Cracknell & Smith 1983; Turner 1998a; Downes & Lamb 2000, 119–23). Their various forms of construction, their longevity of use, the lack of dating evidence and the range of largely non-diagnostic artefacts associated with them make it difficult to define the chronological period to which they belong. Some, such as the Catpund house, are found in isolation, which prevents a detailed understand of the exploitation of the landscape and the role of agriculture in the immediate area. This isolation is in direct contrast to other areas within Shetland, where there are vestiges of prehistoric communities with field systems, such as the Scord of Brouster (Whittle et al 1986). Prehistoric houses on Shetland generally span the Neolithic and Bronze Ages (Scord of Brouster) or the Bronze and Iron Ages (Mavis Grind) although conventional radiocarbon
dates for their establishment and use are often lacking. In investigating the Catpund house with its enclosure wall and ancillary structure, it was hoped to explore these issues through excavation and modern scientific techniques. Pollen, soil and botanical analyses were also undertaken at the house site, with a view to examining landscape and land use changes in the area.

2.2 Geology, landscape and location

The Catpund house was located on a roughly level natural platform 80m above sea level, at NGR: HU 4242 2725 (Illus 2). The geology of the Cunningsburgh area, which includes Catpund, is complex, as it lies within the Dunrossness Spilitic Group of the south mainland of Shetland. This group forms part of the metamorphosed basic igneous rocks of the East Mainland Succession that outcrops at Cunningsburgh. The outcrops form a considerable mass of serpentine extensively altered to talc-magnesite-schist and intimately associated with the lavas and pyroclastics (Mykura 1976, 27–8). The talc-magnesite rocks of the Catpund Burn area cover an area of about 550,000m² and are of good quality and very homogeneous (Mykura 1976, 120).

From the platform on which the house is constructed the land rises steeply towards the west to over 240m at the summit of Hoo Field (Illus 2). To the east, the hillside falls away to the sea, to form a cliff edge with rocky outcrops. The platform was restricted to the north by a small eastward-flowing stream and to the south by another small stream, which divided the site from the existing steatite quarry. Sitting in isolation on its platform, except for a chambered tomb 150–200m to its north-east, the house commanded an exceptional view to the east and north-east. At the time of excavation the land was used for rough grazing.

The site consisted of an irregular-shaped enclosure, measuring 64m north/south by 58m east/west. A hill or enclosure dyke constructed of tall boulders, which formed the western limit of the site, followed roughly the 100m contour, before curving southwards to join an abandoned farmstead at Catpund Burn. To the east of the site, on the lower slopes of the hill, were the remains of another hill dyke, and the fragmentary remains of a third. These walls effectively enclosed the platform on which the house stood, and separated cultivable infield land from hill pasture. Although the dyke is no longer continuous, because of the build up of soil and turf, there seemed to have been an entrance through a 20m-wide gap in the south-west corner of the enclosure.

Lying immediately east of the enclosure were the rectangular stone foundations of a building. This structure, which measured approximately 6m by 4m, had an entrance close to its south-east corner. Its foundations comprised a double row of close-set boulders, probably for a turf wall.

2.3 Recording and excavation techniques

Prior to the removal of turf and topsoil, topographic and contour surveys were undertaken on the site. The resulting drawing shows the relationship between the house and enclosure dyke, and the location of the three excavation trenches (Illus 3). Trench A contained the remains of the house. Trench B was placed over the junction of the D-shaped structure with the enclosure dyke to test their relationship. A test pit was dug through the peat in the south-east corner of this trench.
Illus 5  Plan of the prehistoric house, including locations of sections
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Trench C was placed over one of the best-preserved stretches of the enclosure dyke, to the south-east of the house, in order to investigate its construction and date. Apart from planning and photographing the foundations of a possible rectangular shieling abutting the dyke on the east side of the platform, no further work was undertaken on this structure.

All finds were recorded three-dimensionally, and samples taken of the floor and other features. The full archive of the site, whose code is CP 88, is deposited with the National Monuments Record for Scotland. A copy of the archive has accompanied the artefacts to the Shetland Museum in Lerwick.
3 The stratigraphic evidence

3.1 Trench A (the house)

An oval house appeared as a slightly elevated ring of boulders, built on a level knoll of bedrock towards the south-east corner of the enclosure (Illus 4). It measured 11m by 9m internally and was constructed on the flattest and driest part of the natural platform, its east wall being built on a break of slope.

3.1.1 Phase 1: site preparation

The platform was prepared for the construction of the house by the removal of turf and subsoil to bedrock. Only a very thin granular soil, about 10mm thick, remained below some of the house walls and towards the north part of the interior of the house.

3.1.2 Construction

The oval or sub-circular prehistoric house, measuring 13.5m by 10m externally over walls 1m thick, had been built on a level platform on a gently sloping hill (Illus 5). Four vertical pillars, each over 0.75m high and roughly rectangular in section, were positioned in a diamond-shaped arrangement, approximately 4–6m apart in the centre of the house. The south pillar lay 1–2m outside the general alignment. Three of the pillars had been well packed with smaller stones set on edge around their bases while the west stone, which was much larger, was underpinned and secured by small stones. Other boulders connected the south and west pillars to the surrounding house wall, to create two internal recesses. Later stone robbing and wall collapse removed any evidence (if it ever existed) of recesses from the vicinity of the north and east pillars.

Before its walls were built, a Y-shaped drain was dug into the deeper subsoil in the north part of the house (Illus 6). The longest arm (9.3m) of the drain ran from a point near the west pillar. It curved towards the north pillar and then continued east in a straight line exiting 3.8m beyond the wall of the house. It was 0.2m deep, 0.4–0.6m wide and was capped by flat stones. Many of the capstones were broken or had been removed in antiquity. Beneath the wall on the east side of the house the edges of the drain were built of coursed stone to a depth of about 0.4m, but beyond the house the drain continued as a single line of stones placed end to end on top of the sloping bedrock.

The shorter arm of the drain lay immediately to the north of the first, running from a point close to the west pillar to join the longer section near the north pillar. It was 1.8m in length and was of a comparable width and depth to the other drain, but was of superior construction. It had a capping of eight horizontal slabs laid side by side, which replaced a layer of
earlier slabs beneath. The drain was deeper at its west end due to the construction of a sump. A second sump at its east end marked its junction with the other drain.

The house entrance was located in the south-west corner of the building, and faced the opening through the enclosure dyke. It was demarcated by three tall boulders on its north-west side and by two boulders to the south. It was about 1m wide and 2m long and was paved with three large, flat stones, with smaller stones infilling the gaps. Several different rock types were used for the pavement including pink sandstone, quartz and steatite blocks (Illus 7). A curved screen or porch, built of four large stones to the immediate south and west of the entrance, extended the paving a further 3m until it was lost in wall tumble. It is possible that this entrance extension functioned as an annex to the building.

Once the boulders and paving stones were in place, the entrance masonry and walls of the house were constructed. The walls had either been pierced by simple recesses built into the thickness of their masonry, or by later stone robbing. Only a core of silty subsoil and small stones survived either side of the entrance to indicate where the house walls had been. Wall collapse and stone robbing had reduced most of the north and west sides of the building to its foundations of small rubble. In the north-east corner of the building, a 2.5m length of wall survived in a reasonable condition to a height of 0.7m and a width of about 1m. Its inner and outer faces were formed of large boulders while its wall core was constructed of small stones, loose earth and some worked steatite in the upper levels. Its southern end overlay the drain. The only other stretch of house wall to survive was a
4.3m length in the south-east. This fragment had been constructed directly onto the bedrock and comprised two rows of boulders with a core of small rubble. The wall was approximately 1m wide at this point and survived to a height of 0.3–0.5m. A large boulder linked the south pillar with this fragment of wall to form a rectangular recess 2.5m long and 1.0m wide. Five stones, packed with smaller stones, formed a low kerb to the recess, although its eastward return towards the house wall was largely absent. The continuation of the wall north-eastwards was identified as an arc of tumbled stones lying 0.45m outside the house footprint. The wall had fallen over and was resting on the sloping bedrock. This fragment of wall had been 9m long and at least 0.8m high prior to its collapse (Illus 8).

The only other early feature of the building was a
3.1.3 Phase 3: the use of the house

The occupation of the house was indicated by a series of five hearths, their accompanying ash deposits interleaved with very shallow clayey floor deposits (Illus 11). The earliest hearths were revealed only as burnt, circular areas of subsoil, 0.6–0.8m in diameter, lying to the immediate south-east of the stone box in the centre of the house. Both hearths had thin yellow patches of clay around their perimeters, and fragments of burnt stone or thin lenses of red and black ash within them. Partially overlying one of these hearths was another, better preserved one. Although irregular in shape, it was the same size as the earlier hearths and survived as a patch of burnt subsoil and stone. This in turn was replaced by another hearth which had a prepared base of blue-grey clay, and which lay slightly further west. It was 0.7m in diameter but only 77mm thick and did not show any signs of burning. Interleaving with this and the underlying hearth was a blue-black charcoal deposit with traces of iron pan.

Overlying these hearths was yet another one, 0.9m in diameter. Its centre of yellow/orange clay-ash was surrounded by thin lenses of black and grey ash, and patches of buff/yellow and blue/grey clay (Illus 12). Lying on top of all the hearths was a thin, discontinuous lens of red ash, clay and stone. This was most noticeable in the south-west part of the floor. On the north-east side, lenses of red ash and stone alternated with yellow clay patches at the east end of the drain.

Capping the hearth deposits and the red ash was a thin black horizon of ash and charcoal, which represented floor deposits or perhaps the burnt roof of the building. These shallow deposits were confined to the slightly hollowed central area of the building, between the four pillars, and towards its north-east side. The remainder of the centre of the house was either bedrock or hardened, stony subsoil that was devoid of occupation deposits (Illus 13).

3.1.4 Phase 4: abandonment

At some stage the house was abandoned and became roofless. This allowed the formation of a silty soil/subsoil with iron staining to a depth of about 0.5m in the west of the house. It was shallower to the south and north. It contained some ash but was stonier close to the house walls. Where the house wall had collapsed in the east, the subsoil was replaced by a granular iron pan which had developed over the exposed bedrock and between the wall stones. A collapse of the house wall, which filled the kerbed recess, probably occurred during this period.

3.1.5 Phase 5: reuse

During the development of the iron pan and soil, the site was temporarily reoccupied and an attempt made to construct a shelter within the remains of the house. Only three isolated features belong to this phase, a post-hole, a curved wall and a shallow feature. The wall, which lay to the west of the centre of the earlier building, was built of seven large flat stones forming a single-faced wall, one or two stones high and 1.6m long. Two additional stones to its immediate south might also have been part of this wall. An irregular, shallow depression, 2.5m to the south-east of the wall, measured 0.68m by 0.9m. It was partly lined with stone and was filled with a mixture of subsoil and earth. To the west, and cutting the abandonment deposits, was a circular, flat bottomed post-hole, 0.22m in diameter and 0.18m deep. As with the previous feature, it was filled with darker subsoil with small stones around its edges. There were no other deposits associated with this phase.

3.1.6 Phase 6: second abandonment

A stony subsoil with iron pan developed across the whole site to a depth of 0.2m. The prehistoric house entrance became filled with earthy subsoil and a large stone from the continued collapse of the house walls.

3.1.7 Phase 7: modern features (Illus 16; Illus 17)

Soil accumulated across the site and masked the features of the prehistoric house. This soil had been artificially deepened to over 0.3m for use within a sub-rectangular \textit{planticrub}, which was built in the centre of the prehistoric house. It is most likely that during the construction of the \textit{planticrub}, which was 0.8m high, stone was robbed from the walls of the house. The \textit{planticrub} measured 8.2m by 7.7m and was constructed around the pillars of the prehistoric house for support. A gap in the west wall of the \textit{planticrub} may have marked its entrance. Abandonment of this structure led to its partial collapse and the development of topsoil which was later disturbed by rabbit burrowing.
Illus 11  Sections through the house (see Illus 5 for locations)

Illus 12  The late hearth in the floor of the house with the stone box to its left, viewed from the north-west. Scales 1m

Illus 13  The floor of the house between the pillars, showing hearth and drains, viewed from the north. Scales 1m
Illus 14  Principal features of the prehistoric house
3.2 Trench B (Illus 3; Illus 18)

Against the inside face of the north wall of the enclosure was a D-shaped structure, measuring approximately 10m by 9m. A trench, 5m square, was placed across the junction of this structure with the field dyke. Turf and a highly organic silt-loam were removed but the soil proved to be waterlogged below a depth of 0.25m. The enclosure dyke was already in ruins and had not been rebuilt when the D-shaped structure was added. This structure comprised large boulders with an infill of small angular blocks of stone.

The wall of the D-shaped structure showed above the turf as a single line of stones, but on excavation this proved to be the bottom course of its outer face, which was set on edge. The inner face of the wall, although disturbed, was constructed of horizontal coursed stone. No internal stratigraphy survived within the structure and there were no finds associated with it.
3.3 Trench C (Illus 3; Illus 19; Illus 20)

A 2.5m length of enclosure dyke was exposed to the south-east of the house. The dyke was around 1m wide, and constructed of two rows of large boulders. Smaller stones had been used for support, and to fill gaps between the boulders. Much of the dyke, apart from the basal stones, had collapsed to the east, suggesting that the wall was once somewhat higher than its surviving 0.54m.

A layer of iron pan, 0.2m thick, had developed against the west side of the dyke. It had also infiltrated the subsoil within and beneath the dyke, and obliterated any pre-dyke soils and therefore any evidence of agriculture in the trench.

3.4 The platform

The flat area at the southern end of the platform, where there was a break in the enclosure dyke, was investigated by augering. The purpose of this exercise was to locate stones from the dyke which might have lain below the turf and to explore past land use activities. Six 20m transects were established across this area and stones from the dyke were encountered in four of them, at a maximum depth of 0.5m. Access through the dyke had most likely been in the extreme south-west corner of the platform where there were no stones. The results of this analysis showed that the silty subsoil was 1.5–2m in depth (Section 4.2).
Illus 20  Trench C, viewed from the south-east, showing the extent and thickness of the iron pan beneath the 2m scale
4 The environmental evidence by Stephen Carter, the late Camilla Dickson and Beverley Ballin Smith

4.1 Introduction

One of the aims of the project was to date and explore the chronology of the house and its use. This aim, however, remains largely unachieved because of the environmental conditions and history of the site. Although some carbonised organic material was present in the soil samples, and coprolites were collected for analysis, the material was either not suitable for dating or was heavily mineralised. Later use and disturbance are most likely responsible for the paucity of sediments from earlier phases of the site, and possibly for their deliberate removal. Much later activities such as improvement of the soil and its drainage, together with the construction of the planticrub, may well have contributed to the removal of archaeological deposits as well as structural remains from the site. How much soil improvement and the high biological activity (earthworms) noted in the soil affected the survival of prehistoric organic material is a matter for discussion and research in future projects.

Another factor influencing the survival of archaeological evidence was colluvium (soil creep) from the hill to the immediate west of the site. The natural formation of deeper soils across the site buried part of the enclosure wall, and might also have affected the survival of information about land use activities on the platform because of increased waterlogging. It was expected that ard marks might have survived to complement the evidence of the ard points themselves, (Section 5.2.4) and to indicate that the platform had been cultivated, but none were found.

A product of the soil development on the platform is iron pan. The thick layers of heavily compacted iron pan encountered during the excavation were largely impenetrable by modern archaeological techniques. Iron pan formation was so extensive in Trench C that the stratigraphic relationship between the enclosure wall and the surrounding soil matrix had been destroyed. The development of iron pan may also have affected the survival of organic evidence for prehistoric activity in the lower horizons of the soil. For a description of the problems caused by iron pan formation see Limbrey 1975, 329–30.

4.2 Soils around the house

The prehistoric house and enclosure lay within an area of recently improved pasture. Two soil profiles were recorded through the magnesian brown soils of the area. Profile 1 was recorded from a section at the base of the slope to the west of the enclosure, and illustrates a profile deepened by the accumulation of colluvium. Profile 2 was recorded within the enclosure, 15m north of the house in an area free of visible archaeological remains. An auger survey of the whole enclosure showed that this profile was typical except at its north end where much deeper, peaty soils were encountered.

The surface 0.2–0.25m of both soil profiles, with their granular structure, indicated high biological activity and rapid recycling by earthworms. Mottling found in the lower horizon (B) of Profile 2 indicated gleying. In magnesian rich soils, surface gleying can lead to the formation of iron pans in the lower level of the soil horizon, with strong brown/reddish colours. Due to the high iron content of the soil these may be very thick (over 10mm), as was demonstrated in Trench C.

In both profiles, the field determination of particle size was made difficult by the presence of a high proportion of talc in the groundmass. This forms platy/fibrous particles and gives a silty feel to the groundmass although the particle size may be much larger than in true silt. Therefore, horizons recorded as silt loams may be loams or even sandy loams.

Mottling found in the Bw horizon of Profile 2 is an indication of gleying (although not sufficient to designate it a Bg horizon). In magnesian soils like these, any surface gleying can lead to the formation of iron pans (Bf horizon). Due to the high iron content of the soil, these may be very thick (greater than 10mm). Less extreme movement of iron will impart strong brown/reddish colours to the soil.

The granular structure of the Ah horizon is an indication of high biological activity, which was confirmed by the abundance of earthworms in this horizon. The surface 200–250mm of these soils is rapidly recycled by invertebrates.

4.2.1 Profile 1

Small erosion faces on terracettes associated with sheep paths and soil creep. Rocky, with small outcrops of talcose rock.

4.2.2 Profile 2

Slope: simple, gently sloping. Aspect: north
No rock outcrops or erosion within 10m.
4.3 Botanical analysis

Traces of heather (Calluna), charcoal and burnt peat, retrieved from the floor of the house, probably represent fuel burnt on a hearth. Megaspores (approximately 0.4mm in diameter) of lesser clubmoss (Selaginella selaginoides) were found on the floor close to the hearth complex, and in the drain. The megaspores seem to be very resistant to decay, and the plant is a component of the present flora of Catpund.

Occasional fragments of Sorbus charcoal were found in the abandonment rubble that covered the house. These fragments are most probably Sorbus aucuparia (rowan), which still grows locally in ungrazed areas of Shetland. Cf Fraxinus (cf ash) was found as rare charcoal fragments in the rubble fill of a kerbed recess in the south-east of the house. Ash is not known as a native tree on Shetland and was probably imported or occurred as driftwood.

An organic sample from the clay-luted stone box set into the floor of the house consisted of occasional small lumps of burnt, humified peat and much fine, carbonised material, probably all peat. There was a small admixture of silt and sand, but no charcoal suitable for radiocarbon dating was found.

A sample from the house drain contained frequent knobby, mineralised, non-calcareous fragments, each measuring approximately 65mm by 50mm by 17mm. The fragments are irregular in shape, dark-brown with reddish-brown mottling (both externally and internally) and have partly embedded sand grains. One surface is knobbly and tends to be convex, the other tends to be rough and concave; some fragments have cavities which occasionally penetrate the surface. Occasional fragments are completely roughened and paler, and resemble iron concretions. The fragments can be crushed in a mortar, as they are easily broken. A fragment broken apart yielded a wood fragment of cf birch (cf Betula), 9mm in diameter, and a seed of toad rush (Juncus bufonius). Occasional adherent spherical golden-brown egg cases, each approximately 0.3mm across, were noted.

These fragments are very similar in appearance to collapsed calcified faeces recovered from an Iron Age site at Warebeth, Orkney (Bell & Dickson 1989, 115). Cylindrical fragments were also found at Warebeth and from their contexts and appearance all appeared to be of human origin. Both Catpund and Warebeth coprolites are impregnated with sand grains as would be expected if, before becoming mineralised, soft faeces were in contact with the sandy silt from which both were recovered. The Warebeth coprolites seem to have derived from mainly meat meals, and the general lack of visible plant material in those

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>Horizon</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–280</td>
<td>Ah</td>
<td>10YR 4/3 (brown) silt loam. Very slightly stony with very small sub-angular stones. Small-medium granular peds, moderately developed. Low packing density, moderately porous with few fine macropores (root channels, burrows). Many very fine and common fine fibrous roots. Clear wavy boundary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280–770</td>
<td>Bw</td>
<td>10YR 4/4 (very dark greyish brown) at top, 7.5YR 3/4 (dark brown) at 500mm to 10YR 3/2 (very dark greyish brown) at base; moderate stony, sandy loam with small and medium sub-angular stones. Apedal (massive) with few, very fine roots. Abrupt, wavy boundary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200–1500+</td>
<td>2Cu</td>
<td>10YR 6/6 (brownish yellow) very talc-rich, possibly sandy silt matrix between angular equidimensional to platy fragments of steatite about 20–100mm long. Lower boundary not seen (steatite).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Soil profile 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>Horizon</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–210</td>
<td>Ah</td>
<td>10YR 3/2 (very dark greyish brown) stone-free, silty loam. Fine/medium granular structure, poorly developed. Low packing density. Many very fine and few fine fibrous roots. Clear, smooth boundary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270–560</td>
<td>1Cu</td>
<td>5Y 5/2 (olive grey) sandy silt loam (very talc-rich) with orange mottles. Very stony with small to long sub-angular steatite (common) and acid metamorphic (rare) stones. Apedal (massive). Few very fine fibrous roots. Clear wavy boundary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560–650</td>
<td>2Cu</td>
<td>2.5YR 6/4 (light yellowish brown) very talc-rich matrix (silt or sand?) to weathered top of steatite bedrock. No roots. Abrupt irregular boundary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650+</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Steatite bedrock.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Soil profile 2

4.3 Botanical analysis

Traces of heather (Calluna), charcoal and burnt peat, retrieved from the floor of the house, probably represent fuel burnt on a hearth. Megaspores (approximately 0.4mm in diameter) of lesser clubmoss (Selaginella selaginoides) were found on the floor close to the hearth complex, and in the drain. The megaspores seem to be very resistant to decay, and the plant is a component of the present flora of Catpund.

Occasional fragments of Sorbus charcoal were found in the abandonment rubble that covered the house. These fragments are most probably Sorbus aucuparia (rowan), which still grows locally in ungrazed areas of Shetland. Cf Fraxinus (cf ash) was found as rare charcoal fragments in the rubble fill of a kerbed recess in the south-east of the house. Ash is not known as a native tree on Shetland and was probably imported or occurred as driftwood.

An organic sample from the clay-luted stone box set into the floor of the house consisted of occasional small lumps of burnt, humified peat and much fine, carbonised material, probably all peat. There was a small admixture of silt and sand, but no charcoal suitable for radiocarbon dating was found.

A sample from the house drain contained frequent knobby, mineralised, non-calcareous fragments,
Table 3 Plant remains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description &amp; context</th>
<th>Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turf and topsoil over house (1)</td>
<td>Burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth within <em>planticrub</em> (5)</td>
<td>cf partly burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubble (7)</td>
<td><em>Sorbus aucuparia</em> type (Rowan type) charcoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubble fill of wall (9)</td>
<td>cf <em>Fraxinus</em> (cf ash) charcoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubble fill of entrance (10)</td>
<td>cf burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patchy black material of floor (17)</td>
<td><em>Calluna vulgaris</em> (heather), charcoal, burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Calluna</em> charcoal, <em>Selaginella selaginoides</em> (lesser clubmoss), rare megaspores, burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Calluna</em> charcoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown earth in centre of house (21)</td>
<td><em>Selaginella</em> rare megaspores, burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey flecked ash-silt of floor (23)</td>
<td>cf burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain/gully (26)</td>
<td><em>Selaginella</em> frequent megaspores, cf burnt peat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Potentilla</em> sp (cinquefoil, tormentil) 1 achene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knobbly, mineralised fragments frequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue/black area west of hearth (30)</td>
<td><em>Selaginella</em> rare megaspores, burnt peat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents of stone box (41)</td>
<td>Burnt peat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from Catpund could suggest a similar diet. Due to their collapsed and mineralised state, however, it is not possible to be certain if the donor was human. Furthermore, it was not possible to submit samples for radiocarbon dating.
5 The artefactual evidence by Beverley Ballin Smith, Torben B Ballin and Paul Sharman

5.1 Introduction

A total of 154 artefacts from Trench A were analysed; details of that analysis can be found in the catalogues below (Section 5.6). During the course of the excavation each small find (SF) was given a unique number, which provides a direct link to the site archive and the museum acquisitions. Table 4 shows the numbers of artefacts, their types, and phases of the site.

Most of the finds are of stone and include ard points, hand tools, miscellaneous stones, quartz fragments and steatite vessels, although some ceramic material was also recovered. Some of the steatite was used in the construction of the house, as were discarded stone tools, although most of the diagnostic artefacts were found in levels associated with the abandonment of the house. There was a dearth of ecofacts: deposits of shell, animal bone and organic material suitable for radiocarbon dating (Section 4.3). The only metal artefacts were recent in origin.

Only six artefacts (4% of the total assemblage) were found in the pre-house earth surface and subsoil levels. These comprised ard points and fragments, chipped bars and thin bars. A single quartz tool was also present, but this, and other quartz pieces, were lost before they could be analysed and are therefore not represented in Table 4.

The construction levels of the house represented by the drain, walls, wall cores and entrance area yielded 14 artefacts (9% of the total), including ard fragments, a pecked bar and several thin stone bars. Quartz tools and steatite vessel fragments were also recovered. Discarded tools (worn out, damaged beyond repair or unsuccessfully manufactured) were used as building stone in the construction of the house.

Contexts from the use of the building produced only two artefacts (1% of the total), part of an ard point and a large fragment of a steatite vessel (Illus 35). The paucity of finds from the occupation levels demonstrates the thorough cleaning of deposits within the building during its use, or the removal or levelling of deposits at a later date.

One of the largest concentrations of finds came from the abandonment horizon and the accumulation of soils over the shallow house deposits. The recovery of 45 artefacts (29%) from these deposits was possibly the result of clearance and reworking of earlier deposits. A large number of ard point fragments (15), worked stone bars and other worked stones came from the accumulation of subsoil. This phase also yielded the largest number of ceramic sherds (6) and three miscellaneous objects comprising a worked piece of steatite, a worked stone point and a polished felsite knife (Illus 21; Illus 22).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of tool</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 3</th>
<th>Phases 4 and 5</th>
<th>Phase 6</th>
<th>Phase 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small miscellaneous</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handled tools</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ard points (complete)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ard points (fragmentary)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipped bars</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pecked bars</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin bars</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular bars</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small hand tools</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous pebbles</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steatite vessel fragments</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic fragments</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron pieces</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* quartz was recovered from these phases but has since been lost
With the development of a 0.5m depth of soil, it is quite likely that ploughing took place in close proximity to the shell of the house, thus accounting for the number of broken ard points found there. It is possible therefore that the enclosure was not abandoned altogether when the house was deserted. The only quern recovered from the excavation was found in a context that spanned the abandonment and reuse of the structure, from which quartz was also recovered.

The later reuse of the house is demonstrated by the occurrence of a shaped stone handle, some ceramic sherds, ard point fragments, a stone bar and quartz tools. Compared to the finds retrieved from the primary use of the house, the later reuse was less productive in numbers as well as types of finds.

The highest number of artefacts was associated with the abandonment of prehistoric activity on the site and its reuse as a planticrub. This phase accounted for the occurrence of 85 artefacts (56%) with the largest numbers identified as ard point fragments, complete ard points (Illus 24), stone bars and quartz tools (Illus 31). The shaft of a handled stone tool (Illus 23, no 6) was also found at this level. The occurrence of these objects is probably the result of the prehistoric house being disturbed during the construction of the planticrub. The only fragments of iron retrieved from the site were in the topsoil.

5.2 The coarse stone artefacts

5.2.1 Geology and classification

All the artefacts reflect the use of locally available stone with the exception of a few sandstone tools and a polished felsite knife. Although not made from local rock, these most probably originate in Shetland (Section 5.2.6 & Section 6.2). The rest of the finds are of stone from either surface scatters, such as schists, or from readily available steatite outcrops.

The artefacts show a remarkable homogeneity of rock type, schist being the main local stone, and imported stone artefacts are rare. Indeed, the range of varieties of schist suggests that it was suitable for a wide range of tool types and was a versatile stone, one that could be shaped by pecking, chipping, grinding and hammering. Ard points were made from all the available varieties of schist (micaceous, phyllitic, garnetiferous, samitic and schistose) whereas the handled tools and the pecked bars are of plain schist. The two latter categories of artefact may indicate that plain schist was easier to shape by pecking, or was used for more specific purposes.

Six of the artefacts were made from flagstone and either iron-rich, mildly metamorphosed or micaceous sandstone. Sandstone occurs about 1.5–2km to the south and north-east of Catpund (Mykura 1976, 62–4). The number of these artefacts, accounting for 4% of the total, does not constitute a major exploitation of the sandstone resources, and reinforces the idea that the schistose rock types were adequate for the needs of the settlement.

Approximately 8% of all the tools, whether of sandstone or schist, suffered some loss of the stone surface due to natural flaking or post-depositional weathering. This caused surface features of the affected tools to be obscured or lost.

The artefacts have been classified by their typology and morphology, including their shape, size, weight, the tooling techniques employed to produce the artefact, and by wear marks formed during use. In so doing, various terms have been used for the manufac-
turing processes and the action of wear on the tool. These include:

- hammering: a violent striking action creating large flaked scars on the stone, or breakages;
- pounding: the action of breaking into small pieces, and the result of that action;
- chipping: striking small pieces off the stone surface by sharp cutting blows;
- pecking: small marks made on the stone by a sharp pointed implement to roughen its surface;
- grinding: producing a crushed or rubbed surface which is often faceted due to the angle the stone is held during manufacture or use;
- polishing: rubbing with or against fine material to produce smoothed areas.

5.2.2 Quern (Section 5.6.1)

One non-rotary quern was retrieved from a level associated with the secondary reuse of the building. Made on a sandstone boulder, it showed signs of use but unfortunately it is not diagnostic of any particular prehistoric period. Unfortunately, the quern was lost and could not be relocated for further study or illustration, and its analysis and discussion remains incomplete.

5.2.3 Handled tools (Illus 23; Section 5.6.3)

Two finely shaped stone handles (nos 5 and 6) are of an unusual tool type. Each has a rounded butt end which is pecked all over and broken across the top of the shaft. The earliest (no 5) was retrieved from a level dated to the secondary use of the house site, and the other from its abandonment. These are fragmentary tools which demanded much skill and time to make, and might have been handles for clubs or choppers. Handled clubs were noted at Scord of Brouster and Jarlshof, the latter from the earliest Bronze Age settlement (Hamilton 1956, 15, fig 7). Similar and more complete examples can be found among the assemblage from the prehistoric houses at Sumburgh (Downes & Lamb 2000, 34), now on display in the Shetland Museum, Lerwick, where finely worked handles have been identified as club-shaped implements. Fojut describes these artefacts as 'Shetland Clubs', and notes that they are often decorated and thought to be Bronze Age in date, although further research is needed to understand the function and dating of such tools (Fojut 1986, 22).
5.2.4 Ard points and ard point fragments
(Illus 24; Illus 25; Section 5.6.4 & 5.6.5)

The Catpund site produced only five complete ard points, although there were another 47 fragmentary examples. An ard point is the shaped stone of a primitive plough that was drawn through the soil to break up the turf and tilth. At Catpund, ard points were made from linear stones approximately 260–410mm long and 50–70mm wide. They are usually
oval in cross-section, about half as thick as they are broad. The stones were generally chipped roughly to shape and then pecked all over to remove irregularities on the surface of the tool. The fine roughening of the surface of the stone by pecking may have also helped to keep the tool in its wooden housing (Rees 1986, 75). Both ends of the stone were normally chipped to a tapering shape although the butt end could be rounded or broken straight across the grain of the stone. On some of the ard point fragments there are opposed pecked indentations on the surfaces of the tool, 70–140mm from the worked tip or more rarely on its side. These markings are presumably from, or for, the wooden housing of the plough (Ann Clarke, pers comm). Multiple indentations on the surface of the stone may indicate adjustment in the housing after a period of use.

When the ard point was dragged through the soil its work end, or tip, would become polished with use. The tip often showed facetted wear-patterns caused by the angle at which the stone was set in the plough. Many of the highly polished tips of ard point fragments were later roughened by repecking, although Rees sees this as a preparation for the reversal (or turning round) of the tool (Rees 1986, 75). On some of the Catpund ard point fragments the pecking is discrete as if to aid the efficiency of the tool in the ground. Throughout their useful life, ard points were often turned over, as shown by wear patterns at the tip, and were also reversed, the butt end being used as the working tip once the tip had been damaged or severely worn. Most of the ard point fragments are broken across their shafts, and are usually thinner than complete points. Others show signs of very heavy wear. A successful ard point was one that did not break in the ground, or could be turned over or reused when one end of it was worn.

The paucity of complete ard points compared to the numbers of fragmentary tools makes any statistical analysis of them difficult. However, an attempt has been made to plot their thickness against their width to show that similarly sized stones were chosen, or that stones were altered to form tools of similar dimensions (Illus 26). It has not been possible to look in more statistical detail at the changes in the shape and length of ard points, or their patterns of wear over time, largely because of their uninformative stratigraphic locations (Illus 27). The sites at the Scord of Brouster produced 75 ard points (Rees 1986, 75) of similar dimensions to those from Catpund, although they were made from sandstone. The settlement at Scord of Brouster may be contemporary with or earlier than Catpund, although there was no visible difference in ard point form or wear patterns. The late Bronze Age/early Iron Age house at Mavis Grind produced only one ard point, but several ard marks from abandonment levels. In contrast, the site at Sumburgh yielded over 150 ard points, and a fragmentary Bronze Age ploughed field was also excavated (Lamb 1985, 29–38). Remains of ard marks and fields were sought on the flatter areas of the hillside around the Catpund house. However, due to...
the soil conditions, waterlogging and/or earthworm activity, no traces were found.

5.2.5 Stone bars (Section 5.6.6, 5.6.7, 5.6.8 & 5.6.9)

The most numerous stone artefacts after ard points are chipped stone bars, of which there are 12. They are similar to ard points in shape, being linear but with a more rounded cross-section. All are chipped and have peck marks. Usually they have two chipped edges (the work edges), or one chipped and one pecked edge. Where the butt end survives it is usually rounded, although all the tools from Catpund tools are fragmentary. With incomplete objects there is often some uncertainty about their classification, particularly with chipped bars, some perhaps being unfinished ard points that broke in manufacture. These tools, however, do not share all the characteristics of ard points and have been classified as separate artefacts in their own right. Statistically it can be demonstrated that chipped bars were usually made on wider stones than ard points. The difficulty of classification and interpretation of these tools was also noted at Kebister (Clarke 1999a, 153).

Other stone tools include pecked bars (three), thin bars (nine) and irregular bars (seven). Pecked bars were made on rounded and elongated stones, 72–80mm wide and 46–56mm thick. Their characteristics include all-over pecking, with linear or rounded depressions on the faces, possibly indicating that they had been hafted. Where the ends of the tools survive, there is evidence of grinding and hammering, suggesting a difference in tool type from the chipped bars, or the reuse of a broken artefact. Thin bars are spatulate, made on stones approximately 21–31mm thick. Their lengths and widths vary, but all the tools are fragmentary. Some may have had handles that had been shaped by pecking, but all had been broken at the base of the shaft. These tools were chipped along a single edge, or both edges, and at the work end. Most of them, however, show evidence of wear, usually in the form of polish marks at the work end or on one face. It is possible to suggest that they were used specifically for rubbing or scraping, but not necessarily exclusively for those activities. The thin bars are not unlike the handled clubs found at Scord of Brouster (Rees 1986, 82, fig 65), although the pattern of wear is different and therefore presumably so was the function.

The last category of this type of stone tool is the irregular bar, of which there are only seven fragmentary examples. Of these, five are possibly unfinished tools, and one may be an altered ard point. Apart from the latter, they exhibit no evidence of use as the loss of the stone surface is quite marked on the majority of these tools.
5.2.6 Small hand-tools (Section 5.6.10)

The three small hand-tools are heavily-worn, rounded stones that exhibit evidence of all-over chipping and pecking. They are more complete than the other tools, although some of their features have been obscured by the natural flaking of the surface of the stone. These tools would have been hand-held and used at either end, or along their edges.

A heavily worn, polished knife fragment of felsite (Illus 21, no 4) was found in the abandonment layers of the prehistoric house. Knives like this are typical finds from prehistoric house sites in Shetland. One highly worn fragment from Mavis Grind (Cracknell & Smith 1983, 27) may have been reused long after it was originally made. A knife fragment was also found at Scord of Brouster (Whittle et al 1986, 82), and fragments of two others from Tougs are possibly Early Bronze Age in date (Hedges 1986, 19, 30). The knife is also comparable to those retrieved from sites such as Stanydale and Benie Hoose, and commonly dated to the Neolithic (Calder 1956, 392). It has been suggested that polished knives may have developed along with polished axes and mace heads at the end of the Neolithic period, and were intended mainly as status objects or votive offerings as they have often been recovered in an unused state (Fojut 1986, 16).

A small worked stone point (no 3) was also retrieved from the abandonment level. Its precise function is uncertain.

5.2.7 Miscellaneous stones (Section 5.6.11)

Seven miscellaneous stones were recovered. Most of them are small, with dimensions less than 100mm; four of them have pecked or chipped indentations on one of their surfaces, indicating their possible use as anvil stones. Some of the stones, such as no 93 (Illus 21; Illus 30), exhibit other wear patterns associated with rubbing or polishing, pounding or chipping.

5.2.8 Discussion

All the types of stone tools described above have been found in varying numbers at other prehistoric sites in Shetland. The local geology has affected the range and type of artefacts produced, and their methods of manufacture. In general, prehistoric sites have yielded many types known latterly as rough or rude stone tools. Classification of these tools is problematic, as there has been little standardisation of terminology concerning the description of their shape, manufacturing characteristics or patterns of wear. From the above, it is clear that there is little distinction in the attribute descriptions of the separate tool types. From broken or damaged artefacts it is often difficult to classify precisely whether, for example, a chipped bar is a functional tool in its own right, or a roughout for an ard point. The fragmentary nature of the majority of the Catpund artefacts prevents more
detailed classification and analyses of their size, shape and weight (see Section 5.6 for details of the stone artefacts).

Classification of the stone artefacts is based on morphology rather than functional attributes, although the terms ‘ard point’ and ‘quern’ also imply a function. It is highly likely that the stone bars, small hand tools and miscellaneous stones had several functions and in general could be referred to as ‘multiple use tools’, but this in itself does not help define their function and attributes further. From some of the wear patterns on the stone tools it is possible to see the angle at which they were held and how they were used, but not necessarily what they were used for. There is also the problem that in some examples there is no clear distinction between the marks used to make the tool and those resulting from its use. The Catpund tools are fragmentary and relatively few in number, so that in general it would be impossible to define their function further. More research into the stone tools of the Northern Isles, their geological variations, differences and similarities in manufacturing techniques, as well as comparison of stratigraphic and dating evidence from sites is necessary (Clarke 1999b; Clarke 2000a; Clarke 2000b). Stone tools often form the most numerous and weightiest groups of artefacts from prehistoric sites in the Northern Isles, but the amount of information they tell us about life in the past is limited, as their functions remain largely obscure.

5.3 The quartz assemblage (Section 5.6.14)
Torben B Ballin

A total of 31 bags of quartz were recovered from the site. Unfortunately, all but one of the bags (SF 513, comprising 31 pieces from Phase 5 of the site) was lost and the following analysis is based on this small sample, together with information from the site archive and from interim artefact reports produced in 1988 and 1990. If SF 513 represents an average bag, it can be estimated that the assemblage originally comprised approximately 900 pieces of quartz. However, this bag is from a small, dense, concentration of samples from the north-west area of the building. It is likely, therefore, that this bag contained a higher than average number of quartz pieces. With this in mind, a more realistic estimate of between 450 and 900 pieces is proposed. SF 513 could, therefore, plausibly account for 3.3–6.7% of the total assemblage. As the contents of this bag are typical of quartz assemblages from other late Neolithic and Bronze Age sites in the west and north of Scotland (Calder 1956; Hamilton 1956; Finlayson 1996; Whittle et al 1986; Clarke 1999b; Ballin forthcoming a; Ballin forthcoming b), it is quite possible that the surviving material is representative of the entire Catpund assemblage.

The individual surviving pieces have been allocated numbers, which correspond to those in the site archive (Section 5.6.14), each piece being prefixed by C (eg C29).

5.3.1 Raw material

The assemblage consists entirely of good quality, white milky quartz. It is very homogeneous, although some pieces contain inclusions of mica ranging from small specks to more substantial, cross-cutting layers which constitute planes of weakness. In some instances (C7 and C28), pieces have flaked along these planes, while breakages on two pieces (bipolar core C21 and scraper C28) initiated from mica inclusions. A number of flakes and cores have brown stains on their surfaces, probably iron pan.

The source of the quartz is uncertain although one scraper (C24) is on a primary flake, the dorsal face of which is completely covered by cortex. This cortex constitutes a smooth, abraded surface, revealing that this artefact, and possibly the entire assemblage, derived from a pebble source, probably from a nearby shore.

5.3.2 Debitage

The debitage assemblage comprises 18 flakes, 17 of which are typical bipolar flakes, while one may be a platform flake. There are no chips, indeterminate pieces or blades. The cores (see below) are proof that primary production took place at the site, and chips would undoubtedly have been present in prehistory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Debitage</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar flakes</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform flakes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total debitage</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar cores</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-end scrapers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tools</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 List of quartz artefacts (SF 513)
their absence in the surviving sample solely a result of the chosen retrieval policy which did not include systematic sieving. Given the poor quality of the quartz (primarily the abundance of mica inclusions or layers), it is likely that the original assemblage included a substantial number of indeterminate pieces. The absence of blades is to be expected, as quartz is less suited for systematic blade production than finer varieties of silica.

5.3.3 Cores (Illus 31)

There are five cores, all of them bipolar. They have a uniform appearance, with average dimensions of 38mm by 29mm by 15mm. The average length (terminal to terminal) varies between 34mm and 42mm. Three cores are intact and two are fragmented. One of the fragmented cores (C21) has had a corner broken off, and the other (C22) has been split diagonally. All of the cores have two distinct crushed ridges or terminals. However, small flake scars from the lateral sides, running perpendicular to the main production axis, show that unsuccessful attempts were made to reorientate the cores and create new production axes (cf Ballin 1999).

5.3.4 Tools (Illus 31)

This group comprised seven scrapers and one borer, making up 26% of the assemblage. The high tool ratio is partially the result of the lack of sieving, and partially the small sample size. Nevertheless, the dominance of scrapers is probably a true reflection of the original assemblage, as scraper dominance is typical of Neolithic and Bronze Age quartz sites in Shetland (Calder 1956; Hamilton 1956; Whittle et al 1986; Clarke 1999b; Finlayson 2000; Ballin forthcoming b).

The sole borer measures 42mm by 21mm by 9mm and was made on a regular bipolar flake. The tip was at the distal end, which has broken off. The only remains of the retouch of the borer tip are two notches, one on each lateral edge, immediately next to the distal break.

Six of the scrapers are short end-scrapers and one (C25) is a double scraper. The scrapers have average dimensions of 35mm by 29mm by 13mm although one, a thumbnail scraper (C27), has a greatest dimension of only 21mm. They are all made on bipolar flakes. The steeply retouched scraper edges are generally convex, although one (C26) is straight to slightly convex, and one (C28) is slightly denticulated. In four cases (C28–30 and double-scraper C25), the working edges have been broken off, and the former presence of scraper edges is only revealed by short lengths of surviving retouch at the corners of the breaks. The damage of the scraper edge of C28 was caused by a small mica inclusion, whereas the breakage of the other scrapers followed the inherent planes of weakness so typical of quartz. Double-scraper C25 has a distinct notch in each side, probably an attribute associated with hafting.

5.3.5 Technology

Even though only a small proportion of the quartz pieces recovered from site remains, some basic assumptions can be made about the technology responsible for their manufacture.
Illus 32 Correlation between length and width of the quartz flakes

Illus 33 Correlation between width and thickness of the quartz flakes

Illus 34 Distribution of quartz (•)
It is clear that the primary technology employed on the material was exclusively bipolar, with only one flake possibly deriving from a platform core. All eight modified flakes and all five cores are bipolar. One scraper (C24) has a corticated dorsal surface, suggesting that the quartz was collected at a local pebble source. For detailed descriptions of roughly contemporary lithic technologies see Ballin forthcoming a and Ballin forthcoming b.

It is highly likely that the choice of reduction techniques, on sites where quartz represented the only viable lithic resource, was dictated by the occurrence of either vein quartz (favouring a platform technique), or pebble quartz (favouring a bipolar technique). Vein quartz was often collected as relatively large blocks, allowing the preparation of platform cores, whereas pebble quartz occurred only as relatively small nodules. In the latter case, preparation would have wasted too much of the raw material (Ballin 1999). It may also have been difficult to decorticate small, oval nodules, as the hammerstone would tend to glance off the external surface. The most effective approach seems to have been the bipolar hammer and anvil technique of splitting the nodules (Finlayson 2000, 105). Examination of the correlation ($R^2$) between length and width, and between width and thickness of the flakes (Illus 32; Illus 33) demonstrates that no attempt was made to produce blanks of a particular shape, and very little attempt was made to produce blanks of a certain relative thickness. The correlation between length and width is as low as 0.03 and the correlation between width and thickness is only 0.21.

### 5.3.6 Spatial distribution (Illus 34)

As only a minor proportion of the recovered quartz could be located, it was not possible to examine and classify more than 3–7% of the assemblage (31 pieces). As a result, only a general distribution map could be produced, based on the original finds list and reports. Illustration 34 shows the distribution of quartz across the site, but does not categorise this material according to type (debitage, cores or tools).

The surviving material, comprising debitage, cores and tools, formed part of a dense cluster in the north-west corner of the site. Only a small proportion is from early phases, with most finds (71%) deriving from the late abandonment phase (Phase 6) or recent, disturbed layers (Phase 7). Some quartz, from pre-house levels (Phase 1), was located between the drain and the wall in the north of the site. A larger quantity, the deposition of which was contemporary with the construction of the house (Phase 2), was recovered from around the north-east wall and the area immediately outside it. No quartz is associated with the main occupation (Phase 3). A moderate amount, dating from the first abandonment (Phase 4), was located between the drain and the wall while a somewhat larger quantity, contemporary with the reuse of the building (Phase 5), was retrieved from its centre and from within wall tumble to its south and east. Most of the quartz was recovered from the second abandonment and modern reuse of the site (Phases 6 and 7), the majority of it from the central and western part of the house, and only a small amount from the immediate south-west of the building.

There were two notable concentrations of quartz: Cluster 1 in the north-west corner of the house, between the wall and the west orthostat; and Cluster 2 between the hearth complex, the south orthostat and the entrance. Both clusters may represent activity areas but the higher density of Cluster 1 suggests that this may be a cache of raw material, blanks and tools. The total lack of indeterminate pieces and chunks in Cluster 1 (SF513) suggests that there had been some sorting of this material, supporting the hypothesis of a cache. The general distribution of quartz from Phases 6 and 7 suggests that quartz was knapped or used after the final abandonment of the house, and that the building’s collapsed walls were substantial enough to act as a wind break in a tough natural environment.

### 5.3.7 Dating

Quartz was retrieved from all levels (pre-house, second usage, and early and late abandonment), except the main occupation phase (Phase 3). The quartz assemblage has limited value for dating the house and its associated activities. There are no diagnostic artefacts within the material and none of the attributes associated with raw material or technology have any chronological significance. The fact that a well-developed lithic technology post-dates the house is of no chronological value, as quartz was used in Shetland until the early Iron Age (Clarke 1999b, 166). With our present knowledge of the Scottish quartz industry, the Catpund assemblage can only provide a date of Neolithic to early Iron Age.

### 5.4 Steatite (Section 5.6.12)

Considering the location of the prehistoric house besides one of the prime sources of the material in Shetland, few steatite finds were recovered from the site. Nevertheless, the finds were intriguing as there is no direct evidence of prehistoric quarrying on the platform or along the Catpund Burn. However, it seems reasonable to assume, from the worked waste and the use of steatite in the construction of the house, that the finds were of local origin.

#### 5.4.1 Description

The site yielded 11 fragments of stone vessels, most likely manufactured from local steatite. The breakage surfaces on all the incomplete steatite finds are fairly fresh, indicating that they must have been buried
quite quickly after being discarded. The two complete artefacts are equally worn on all surfaces but it is uncertain whether this is from use or exposure.

The largest piece (no 110) was part of a four-sided, rounded bowl found on the floor of the house, and was the largest object contemporary with its use (Illus 35). The base of the heavy bowl was missing but it is presumed to have been flat; the rim was broad, flat and slightly rounded at the edges. The bowl may not have been much taller than 200mm. Two other steatite vessel fragments (nos 106 and 107) may be part of the same vessel even though they were recovered from later phases of the site.

A finer vessel is represented by other fragments (no 108) from modern levels, although there are no diagnostic pieces of rim or base to identify the type of vessel from which they came. The base of an oval vessel (no 100), retrieved from the topsoil, is similar to a range of material recovered from the quarry (see Sharman unpublished). Another piece (no 102) was a small, complete and possibly unused vessel, identified as a lamp (Illus 36), which was found in the final abandonment layers.

Three pieces of worked waste were used in the construction of the house, and several larger blocks were used as paving in the entrance and in the house.
wall. These larger boulders bore no obvious tool marks, but the use of steatite for construction is the strongest evidence for the prehistoric exploitation of the outcrop at Catpund.

There are no indications for any specific use of the complete perforated pebble weight (no 109; Illus 37) from the first abandonment. It could have been used as a loom weight or as a counterbalance for a door rather than for fishing, considering the distance and height of the house from the shore.

5.4.2 Discussion

In reviewing the literature from other excavations at prehistoric sites in Shetland, it seems that early steatite vessels are not uncommon even though there are variations in size and shape. A smaller, more rounded vessel than no 100 was found at the Bronze Age site of Tougs (Hedges 1986, 42, fig 9) where it was the only steatite vessel recovered from the site. The excavations at Scord of Brouster produced only three vessel fragments from a small, shallow bowl. It is thought that the radiocarbon date (2440±80 BP) from House 2 at that site gives the earliest recorded use for steatite in Shetland (Whittle et al 1986, 72, 74, fig 67–1) and may provide a date for the bowl.

Other steatite vessels are known from the Ness of Gruting (Henshall 1956, 391) and from the late Bronze Age village at Jarlshof, where four small, sub-rectangular bowls and fragments of other...
vessels were found. The thickness of an illustrated vessel from Jarlshof (Hamilton 1956, fig 11) is comparable to that of the bowl fragment (no 110) from Catpund, although the latter is possibly wider and taller.

During the Bronze Age in Shetland, steatite was exploited for cremation urns and for other vessels (Henshall 1963, 150) but the extent and duration of the prehistoric industry has not been researched in any detail. Urns made from Shetland steatite have been found on Orkney in Bronze Age contexts and sherds of other vessels have been found in domestic contexts at sites of the same period, such as the Calf of Eday, Orkney (Henshall 1963, 150).

In her description of urns, Henshall (1963, 150, 152) suggests that domestic steatite vessels may be late Bronze Age or early Iron Age in date, based largely on the examples from Jarlshof. From more recent excavations, especially those at Scord of Brouster and Tugs, this dating may put them too late in the chronological sequence. It has been suggested that steatite must have been quarried from an early date for the production of Bronze Age burial urns (Hamilton 1963, 31). There is no reason to suggest that the domestic vessels are of a later date and not contemporary with urns. Investigations at Scalloway Broch (Sharples 1998) and Kebister (Owen & Lowe 1999), where steatite objects formed elements of the artefact assemblages, reinforced the view that this material was exploited during prehistory. The analysis of vessel fragments from Scalloway indicated that they were of pre-Norse date (Sharman 1998, 119–20) and there was evidence for the manufacture of steatite vessels at Kebister during the Bronze Age (Sharman 1999, 169–70).

There has been little current synthesis of prehistoric steatite vessels from Shetland, and attempts in 1988 and 1990 (see Turner 1998b) to find early prehistoric quarrying at Catpund were met with failure. Research is needed on the form and dating of early vessels, and in finding the source of the raw material, in order to better understand the nature of the prehistoric exploitation of Shetland’s steatite resource, and the exchange and transport systems which were then in place.

### 5.5 Prehistoric ceramics (Section 5.6.13)

#### 5.5.1 Description

A total of 11 sherds (695g) of prehistoric pottery were recovered from the house. In comparison to other sites, this was a small amount and reinforces the idea that the structure had been thoroughly cleared or levelled after its initial use and prior to its abandonment. The pottery came mainly from the first abandonment phase of the site, its reuse and its final abandonment. A detailed description of the pottery is given in the catalogue (Section 5.6.13).

Table 6 summarizes the numbers and types of sherds found and their main characteristics, although the collection can be described as more or less featureless. The pottery is heavily gritted with fragments of local stone, especially steatite, schist and mica dust. The only rim sherd is a tapering, rounded and narrow fragment. Of the two bases, one is badly crushed and distorted, while the other is flat with a finger runnel between the junction of the base and body (Illus 39). There is not sufficient material to reconstruct a complete vessel profile. The pottery is totally devoid of any decoration and the surface of some of it has been lost through erosion. Most of the sherds, however, were burnished and slipped. In all, the pottery is largely uninformative.

#### 5.5.2 Discussion

At other prehistoric sites in Shetland, the pottery has helped to date the structure or settlement, albeit vaguely, but at Catpund the sherds are largely unhelpful. The negative evidence is equally ambiguous. There is no decorated pottery to suggest a Neolithic, Bronze Age or Iron Age date, the vessel form is lacking and the only rim sherd is not diagnostic. In comparison with other Shetland sites there are similarities in the fabric of the pottery: it contains large inclusions (some of steatite), it is heavily gritted and it is slipped but the similarities end there. The Catpund assemblage lacks the decoration of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogue no</th>
<th>No of sherds</th>
<th>Sherd type</th>
<th>Grits</th>
<th>Slip</th>
<th>Burnished</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>steatite</td>
<td>mica</td>
<td>schist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rim</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Base-side</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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pottery from the late Neolithic/Bronze Age site of Ness of Gruting, although there were plain vessels with simple rims there also (Henshall 1956, 381). Vessels from the Bronze Age levels at Jarlshof were plain, straight-sided or barrel-shaped (Hamilton 1956, 29) and the pottery from Scord of Brouster (late Neolithic/Bronze Age) resembled that from the Ness of Gruting, with both plain and decorated globular vessels (Whittle et al 1986, 64). All the above sites yielded much higher weights of pottery than the few pieces from Catpund.

Bronze Age Tougs, in contrast, produced only 24 sherds of pottery although these included simple and everted rims, a globular vessel and decorated sherds (Hedges 1986, 19, 42, fig 9). The late Bronze Age/early Iron Age house site at Mavis Grind yielded a large quantity of mainly steatitic wares, with a range of vessel shapes, rims and bases. The assemblage from the Sumburgh houses was similar in that it also contained a wide range of vessel types covering the Bronze and early Iron Ages (Downes & Lamb 2000), but both these assemblages had very different pottery fabrics and types from that from Catpund.

It has been noted that there is still no sequence for Shetland pottery (Whittle et al 1986, 64). Attempts were made at Kebister (Dalland & MacSween 1999, 178–200) and Sumburgh (Downes & Lamb 2000, 60–5) to produce typological sequences but there were problems of large numbers of non-diagnostic and re-deposited sherds and the lack ofdatable material (Downes & Lamb 2000, 60–5). Small assemblages like those from Catpund will always be problematic but a ceramic sequence would be of considerable aid in re-constructing pottery fabrics and types, as well as Shetland’s prehistoric settlement history and its technological development.

5.6 Catalogue of artefacts

SF: small find number L: maximum length W: maximum width T: maximum thickness Wt: weight H: height

5.6.1 Quern

1. SF 549, Context 14. Iron-rich, rounded, sandstone boulder: fragment of a non-rotary quern. Slightly flattened by pecking on the base and chipped towards the rounded end on one side. Face originally pecked but now smooth and the surface is hollow. Broken across the worked face. L 310mm; W 345mm; T c.74mm; Wt 1kg+

2. SF 707; Context 21. Rounded, triangular-shaped steatite fragment, chipped on one face and on two sides to form a sharp edge. The other side is uneven. Possibly un-worked. L 51mm; W 47mm; T 13mm; Wt 36g

3. SF 567; Context 18. Long, thin, stone point of schist. Chipped and pecked down both sides and broken across the shaft. L 82mm; W 19mm; T 7mm; Wt 17g

4. SF 704; Context 21. Fragment of highly polished banded-felsite knife, broken across the shaft. The blade is bevelled on one edge but all edges are flattened and contain recent chips. One chip is earlier. Edges may have been sharp but have been worn flat, especially the non-bevelled edge. The tool is covered with fine scratch marks, especially on the bevelled edge. L 74mm; W 46mm; T 8mm; Wt 50g

5.6.3 Handled tools

5. SF 97; Context 14. Fragment of a pecked, schist-handled tool. Handle has rounded end but the other end is broken across the shaft where it began to widen out. The tool has all-over pecking but is partly smoothed on one area of the shaft. L 97mm; W 64mm; T 49mm; Wt 384g

6. SF 536; Context 10. Fragment of schist handle. Broken across the shaft at the point where the handle began to widen out. Handle has a rounded end and was pecked all over, apart from the naturally concave lower surface and a narrow vertical band, approx 20mm wide, on the upper convex face. The tool has been smoothed where the handle starts to widen. L 109mm; W 65mm; T 41mm; Wt 357g

5.6.4 Ards

7. SF 37; Context 5. Ard point of micaceous sandy schist with both ends faceted. The tool has been pecked all over but has lost much of its surface. The tip is chipped and smoothed on the lower surface but is irregular in appearance and may have been re-pecked. L 232mm; W 62mm; T 50mm; Wt 1kg+

8. SF 92; Context 7. Complete ard point with rounded and chipped butt end and tapering faceted tip. Tool has all-over pecking and pecking over earlier chipping on the sides. Upper surface has been smoothed by wear and the tip is slightly chipped. Both surfaces have opposing pecked indentations. The tool is waisted 90mm from the butt end of tool and 180mm from the tip. The tool has been turned around during its use. L 267mm; W 68mm; T 52mm; Wt approx 1.25kg

9. SF 93; Context 7. Complete ard point of schist, with tapering point and chipped butt end. The ard point was chipped to shape then pecked all over but has no notching. The tip is faceted by wear and is worn on both sides and the upper surface. It shows slight wear marks on its lower surface. L 289mm; W 60mm; T 48mm; Wt 890g

10. SF 95; Context 7. Largely unworked, rounded and tapering bar of quartz-mica schist. It has a naturally rounded butt end. The rock is soft and evidence of surface working on the shaft is uncertain. The tip, although damaged, has been smoothed and faceted, especially on one surface. One edge has lateral scratches. L 409mm; W 69mm; T 63mm; Wt 3kg

11. SF 592; Context 23. Broad, flat and slightly tapering ard point of schist. Chipped along edges and across butt end. Both surfaces are pecked. Lower surface is smoothed at the faceted tip. Upper surface and sides have very faint wear (smoothing) marks, to about half way up the shaft. There is evidence of re-pecking on the sides, near tip. The tip is also pecked. L 288mm; W 90mm; T 33mm; Wt 1kg+
5.6.5 Ard point fragments

12. SF 2; Context 1. Pointed and slightly curved ard point of schist which has been chipped and then pecked to shape on sides. Possibly broken across the butt end. Pecked on lower surface near broken tip. Upper surface and sides are worn smooth with slight wear marks. Upper surface has later accidental areas of pecking.

L 197mm; W 65mm; T 52mm; Wt 800g

13. SF 5; Context 1. Tapered end of small tool of chlorite-mica-schist, which has been chipped to shape. Tool has all-over pecking.

L 101mm; W 65mm; T 53mm; Wt 465g

14. SF 6; Context 1. Fragment of ard shaft of sandy muscovite, with point missing. Lower surface lost through weathering. Some pecking survives on sides and on upper surface near broken butt end. Upper surface polished smooth with some wear marks.

L 130mm; W 58mm; T 32mm; Wt 303g

15. SF 7; Context 1. Shaft of tool of muscovite schist. Butt and pointed ends shattered away. Tool has all over pecking. Part of upper surface and edges are polished smooth and have faint wear marks.

L 156mm; W 60mm; T 51mm; Wt 655g

16. SF 10; Context 1. Pointed ard point of schist, broken across shaft. Pecked all over including tip, apart from an area on the upper surface which is smoothed and includes faint wear marks. There is also a slight pecked hollow towards the broken end on the edge of the smoothed surface.

L 141mm; W 58mm; T 40mm; Wt 390g

17. SF 11; Context 1. Schist tool with butt end missing. Fractured across shaft. Point also lost. Tool was probably chipped to shape and then pecked all over. Has an area of deeper pecking forming a slight hollow on one face.

L 92mm; W 64mm; T 40mm; Wt 343g

18. SF 12; Context 1. Rounded ard tip of schist. Upper surface and sides smoothed with wear marks. Tip is facetted and lower surface near end is worn and slightly flaked. Lower surface is pecked. Some pecked areas on both sides and an area of later linear pecking on upper surface.

L 105mm; W 58mm; T 30mm; Wt 220g

19. SF 14; Context 1. Tapering ard point of pink schist with tip chipped away through use and broken across shaft. Lower surface pecked and some surface loss of stone. Tip and sides both pecked. Upper surface very smooth but with no visible wear marks. Broken butt end has some chip marks and some chipping on one side.

L 173mm; W 69mm; T 52mm; Wt 736g

20. SF 19; Context 1. Ard point of pink schist with tip missing. Much surface loss of stone. Pecking present on lower surface. A smoothed surface strip survives on one side with wear marks. Tool is notched 100mm from tip. Tip was bifacially chipped.

L 149mm; W 65mm; T 48mm; Wt 598g

21. SF 22; Context 1. Broad ard tip with part of shaft of schist. Upper surface and sides chipped to shape. Lower surface pecked and partly worn smooth. Heavier pecking in some areas and some surface loss at tip. Upper surface facetted from tip to chipped area and worn smooth. This ard point has been turned over and used on both surfaces because of patterning of wear marks.

L 120mm; W 62mm; T 33mm; Wt 350g

22. SF 50; Context 7. Tapering ard point of schist, broken across shaft. Evidence of chipping down one end and around butt end. Otherwise, all over pecking but smoothed over on sides and on upper surface, with wear marks. Also repecking on one side. Tip chipped but was facetted. Also has an area of three linear pecked indentations on upper surface approx 140mm from tip and a linear indentation the same distance from the tip on the lower surface.

L 209mm; W 62mm; T 46mm; Wt 776g

23. SF 53; Context 5. Small schist tool with butt end lost. Edges are chipped and one side is pecked over the chip scars. Other side has a broader band of pecking. Surviving end is slightly pointed and worn.

L 108mm; W 63mm; T 41mm; Wt 374g

24. SF 59; Context 5. Ard tip of schist, narrowed to a faceted tip which has been flaked away. Upper surface lost by weathering. One surviving edge is smooth and has deep wear marks. Lower surface was pecked but has also lost some of its surface.

L 87mm; W 55mm; T 28mm; Wt 172g

25. SF 62; Context 8. Broad tapering ard point of micaceous schist, broken across shaft. Lower surface and sides pecked. Sides also smoothed with wear marks. Facetted tip has been repecked and upper surface chipped. Also repeated down sides.

L 193mm; W 82mm; T 38mm; Wt 704g

26. SF 77; Context 11. End of ard tip of schist. Tip is smoothed with wear marks and is facetted. Sides are rounded and smoothed with wear marks. Base has been lost by flaking.

L 38mm; W 34mm; T 18mm; Wt 26g

27. SF 82; Context 13. Tapering shaft of sandy schist, broken at butt end with all-over pecking on top of earlier pecking near tip. Tip missing but slight wear and smoothing on chipped area. Some chip marks around broken edge of butt end.

L 188mm; W 69mm; T 55mm; Wt 1kg

28. SF 83; Context 8. Mica-schist tool fragment. Pecked down both edges and on surviving face in a discrete area. Both ends of tool are shattered by hammering. Originally a rounded pebble.

L 122mm; W 63mm; T 30mm; Wt 395g

29. SF 87; Context 8. Tapering ard point of schist. Chipped along one edge and at tip. Has all-over pecking and tip formed by chipping. No wear marks. Upper surface has irregular pecked indentation approx 100mm from tip.

L 130mm; W 69mm; T 51mm; Wt 586g

30. SF 89c; Context 8. Pointed ard tip of schist, smoothed, polished and facetteled. Broken along shaft. Pecked on body, sides and surfaces around broken end. Some slight wear marks on sides and upper surface. End slightly pecked with wear.

L 143mm; W 53mm; T 46mm; Wt 388g

31. SF 500; Context 7. Fragmentary tapering and curved ard point of schist. Heavily worn with wear marks and facetteled point. Repecked on both surfaces.

L 126mm; W 46mm; T 33mm; Wt 235g

32. SF 502; Context 7/10. Part of a long tapering tool of schist which has lost much of its surface. The butt end is chipped away and the pointed end is chipped. Some pecking on both sides.

L 176mm; W 63mm; T 345mm; Wt 534g

33. SF 525; Context 7. Broad, thin rounded tip of mica-schist. Upper surface smooth with faint wear marks. Lower surface partly smooth with wear marks on top of earlier pecking. Sides of tip were chipped before being smoothed, but also evidence of later flaking on sides. End of tip is rounded rather than faceted.

L 73mm; W 75mm; T 21mm; Wt 151g

34. SF 534; Context 10. Tapering tool of mildly metamorphosed flagstone. Has surface loss on one face. Butt end shattered away and point chipped but has loss of surface. Tool had all-over pecking. One linear pecked hollow survives on one face approx 20mm by 7mm and 80mm from point.

L 121mm; W 73mm; T 52mm; Wt 374g
35. SF 540; Context 15. Irregular ard point of mica-schist, shaped as a handle by chipping along one edge, face and end. Broken transversely. Pecked down both sides and on one face. Tool tip worn smooth on pecked surface and worn to an angle and faceted. An irregular shaped ard point with no wear marks other than at tip. L 178mm; W 75mm; T 52mm; Wt 620g
36. SF 541; Context 15. Narrow ard tip of schist, broken at shaft. Upper surface and sides smoothed with wear marks. Lower surface heavily pecked. Tip faceted by chipping through use. Flaked areas present on both sides and on upper worn surface. Some wear marks on pecked lower surface. L 87mm; W 54mm; T 36mm; Wt 202g
37. SF 546; Context 15. Pointed schistose tool with tip missing and butt end damaged. Tool roughly chipped to shape and then finished with fine peck marks on sides and faces. L 155mm; W 61mm; T 38mm; Wt 504g
38. SF 550; Context 14. Ard point of schist, broken bifacially across shaft near butt end. Tool is pecked all over, possibly over earlier chipping on sides, and worn smooth on one side with wear marks. Worn extensively on upper surface, with scratches. Tip of ard has been lost with surface loss from stone. Because of wear pattern, ard may have been tilted in its housing. L 186mm; W 63mm; T 39mm; Wt 525g
39. SF 551; Context 14. Possible ard with point lost. Schistose rock, tapering and rounded. Some early rough hammering on body of tool, then about 90% overall pecking on faces and sides. Wear marks and polish around broken tip, especially on one face and side where there is a slight indentation 100mm from tip. Tip has been bifacially hammered. Also some light secondary pecking which has broken wear on the other side. Butt end broken off. May have been used as a hammerstone after losing its tip. L 194mm; W 74mm; T 56mm; Wt 1.1kg
40. SF 552; Context 14. Garnetiferous schist tool shaft. Pecked roughly on body. Both sides smoothed. L 51mm; W 57mm; T 45mm; Wt 217g
41. SF 562; Context 15. Schistose tool fragment with tip lost. Has bifacial chipping and butt end possibly lost. Both faces of this thin, oval tool have been pecked and there is a pecked indentation on each surface, 70mm from butt end. Indentations lie across the width of the tool. Only one surface is polished and has wear marks. Some pecking is subsequent to polishing, suggesting later damage or some reuse of tool. Might have been an ard. L 110mm; W 70mm; T 37mm; Wt 410g
42. SF 564; Context 15. Tapering ard point of schist with tip missing. Chipped on upper surface and butt end lost. Has all over pecking except for an area of wear on upper surface with faint wear marks. Could have been repecked around tip. L 151mm; W 66mm; T 45mm; Wt 501g
43. SF 569; Context 18. Micaceous sandstone bar, chipped down both sides and across butt end. Some chipping at other end. Pecked on sides and on one face. Other face largely unworked. Polished towards missing tip of pecked face. L 168mm; W 69mm; T 43mm; Wt 895g
44. SF 570; Context 18. Broad ard point of schist. Chipped on lower surface and on one side. Has all over pecking and two areas of linear pecking on upper surface in centre and 140mm from tip. Point is faceted and worn smooth. Area of wear extends up sides onto upper surface, with faint wear marks. Has been repecked around tip on sides and lower surface. L 196mm; W 84mm; T 48mm; Wt approx 1.2kg
45. SF 572; Context 15. Ard fragment of schist with tip bifacially chipped away. Tool pecked all over but with area of smooth wear on upper surface with marks. Has been repecked on sides. Also has a pecked area around shaft from sides across upper surface to form a notch about 100mm from tip. L 141mm; W 58mm; T 48mm; Wt 533g
46. SF 578; Context 15. Quartz-mica schist tool tip. Chipped to shape and roughly pecked all over. Tip has later bifacial chipping. L 118mm; W 64mm; T 44mm; Wt 453g
47. SF 581; Context 15. Fragmentary weathered schist tool with both ends lost. Partly chipped on one side towards butt end. Heavily pecked on one face and on both edges. Slight indentation on pecked face. Other face has lost parts of surface but was polished smooth with fine wear marks. L 130mm; W 66mm; T 41mm; Wt 448g
48. SF 582; Context 15. Fragmentary schist tool with shattered tip and butt end lost. Slightly rounded with all-over pecking around most of shaft. No other wear except a possible pecked indentation, 120mm from tip. L 169mm; W 66mm; T 53mm; Wt 715g
49. SF 585; Context 18. Tool tip of quartz-mica schist. Chipped to shape down one edge. Other edge and one face has all-over pecking. Some other chipping on pecked face including a single indentation. Tip has later bifacial chipping. L 99mm; W 81mm; T 53mm; Wt 581g
50. SF 590; Context 21. Pointed ard tip of schist. Sides rounded and smoothed with wear marks. Tip faceted upwards. Base of tip is partly smoothed with wear marks. Tool was later pecked on lower surface to tip end. Upper surface pecked at tip and partly down one side. End of tip has been gently flaked. L 55mm; W 41mm; T 31mm; Wt 85g
51. SF 596; Context 21. Quartz-mica schist bar, roughly shaped by chipping on edges and faces and finished by overall pecking which is heavier on sides. Tip lost through bifacial shattering. Butt end recently lost. L 184mm; W 70mm; T 45mm; Wt 676g
52. SF 597; Context 23. Garnetiferous schist with quartz and mica. Large grained stone with surface loss. Pointed end broken away and butt end lost. Shaft pecked all over and one side partly polished. L 92mm; W 61mm; T 50mm
53. SF 702; Context 23. Rounded edged tool of schist with butt end missing. Pointed end has been chipped and has some surface loss of stone. One face has overall pecking, partly on edges and on other face. Pecking masked on this face by smoothing with wear marks. L 145mm; W 77mm; T 48mm; Wt 714g
54. SF 705; Context 23. Tapering tool tip of iron rich sandstone, possibly an ard point. Some surface loss of stone but edges and tip are pecked. Tip is a blunt, broad point. Both surfaces smooth with random wear marks. L 69mm; W 53mm; T 28mm; Wt 120g
55. SF 706; Context 8. Quartz-mica schist bar, tapering to one end which is chipped. Butt end may be lost because of surface loss of stone. Tool pecked all over and has central pecked indentation on both faces, 130mm from tip. Tool is slightly notched by pecking on sides at this point. Possibly a reused ard point. L 182mm; W 69mm; T 53mm; Wt 1kg
56. SF 717; Context 26. Tapering shaft of schist with butt and pointed ends missing. Lower surface and sides near butt end pecked. Upper surface chipped near butt end and otherwise worn smooth with wear marks. L 130mm; W 65mm; T 47mm; Wt 580g
57. SF 720; Context 35. Butt end and shaft of ard of schist, chipped to shape. At break near pointed end, some chipping at edges. An area of the upper surface is smoothed, with wear marks. Lower surface near break is pecked. L 216mm; W 58mm; T 47mm; Wt 512g
5.6.6 Chipped bars

59. SF 85; Context 7. Shaft of schist, originally chipped to shape. Some pecking on one edge. L 134mm; W 91mm; T 48mm; Wt 812g

60. SF 86; Context 7. Shaft of tool of schist with both ends lost. Tool chipped to shape and then pecked mainly on edges. Tool has two pecked hollows on each surface in the centre. Three of the hollows are linear. Tool has later chips down one side.
L 145mm; W 83mm; T 57mm; Wt 1kg

61. SF 94; Context 7. Butt end of tool of schist, chipped to shape. Sides and faces partly pecked. Pointed end broken off. Tool has linear pecked indentation in centre of one face.
L 159mm; W 84mm; T 51mm; Wt 1kg

62. SF 96; Context 14. Shaft of samitic schist, with both ends missing. Some chipping around butt end but other end lost by hammering. One side chipped but tool has overall pecking. L 120mm; W 76mm; T 55mm; Wt 645g

63. SF 510; Context 7. Schist tool with surface loss of stone. Edges have been worked by chipping, then pecked. Tool has retained the butt end but other end lost by shattering. Lower surface lost but upper surface partly smoothed besides shattered end, at both edges. L 143mm; W 67mm; T 48mm; Wt 661g

64. SF 511; Context 7. Heavy schist pebble with butt end missing. Narrow end bifacially chipped. Few peck marks on body, except one face which has pecked hollow and other linear peck marks from centre to narrow end. L 129mm; W 83mm; T 52mm; Wt 935g

65. SF 539; Context 15. Mica-schist rounded hand tool. Body has all over pecking. Possibly used as hammer at both ends but pecked over damaged area. L 138mm; W 80mm; T 56mm; Wt 1kg

66. SF 565; Context 15. Fragmentary tool with both ends lost, chipped heavily on one face and possibly on one edge. Edges pecked but tool rechipped towards tip. Possible indentations on both surfaces. L 137mm; W 79mm; T 46mm; Wt 790g

67. SF 571; Context 18. Rectangular flattened tool of micaceous pink schist. Tool chipped along edges and butt end missing. Other end broken but bifacially chipped. Tool is waisted on one edge although this could be accidental. Has later pecking on both edges. L 156mm; W 88mm; T 37mm; Wt 716g

68. SF 576; Context 15. Shaft of tool of schist with both ends lost. Tool chipped on one surface and down edges. Pecked on both edges and one face, including four pecked hollows. L 113mm; W 71mm; T 51mm; Wt 675g

69. SF 577; Context 15. Quartz-schistose rock fragment: tool with both ends lost. Chipped down both edges and possibly across one face. Pecked down one side only and has shallown, pecked indentation on flatter surface. L 140mm; W 84mm; T 47mm; Wt 945g

70. SF 593; Context 23. Shaft and end of schist tool. Tool had been chipped along all edges and then pecked. Surviving end bifacially chipped and possibly pecked on one surface. One face has random peck marks and other face has pecked hollow. L 111mm; W 78mm; T 54mm; Wt 708g

5.6.7 Pecked bars

71. SF 8; Context 1. Pointed end of tool of sandy schist, broken across shaft and rounded by shattering. One edge shaped by chipping but much surface loss of stone. Some peck marks visible on both edges and faces. L 147mm; W 79mm; T 55mm; Wt 726g

72. SF 24; Context 1. Rounded bar of schist which has all-over pecking. Both ends lost but with signs of chipping. Both faces with linear areas and hollows of pecking. L 166mm; W 72mm; T 46mm; Wt 139g

73. SF 598; Context 24. Schistose pebble with one end lost. Other end curved to shape by pounding and/or grinding. Large chip fracture on one face and chip marks down one side, with irregular and intermittent pecking along both sides and on faces. One face has slight linear indentations running across body of tool below its middle. Other face has three patches of pecked and linear indentations. Some smoothing on both sides on one edge. L 180mm; W 72mm; T 55mm; Wt 1kg

5.6.8 Thin bars

74. SF 66; Context 8. Flat blade of schist. Chipped on one side, along one edge and at ends. One end rounded and worn smooth with striation marks on one face. Some surface loss of stone. L 214mm; W 88mm; T 29mm; Wt 589g

75. SF 79; Context 7. Flat, linear tool of schist. Chipped bifacially along one edge and at wedge-shaped worked end where it is also polished. Other edge pecked along a natural fracture. Butt end has pecked edges to form handle although the end is missing. L 182mm; W 66mm; T 23mm; Wt 333g

76. SF 89a; Context 8. Mica-schist spatulate tool which has been chipped all over into shape. Broad end slightly worn by rubbing. L 167mm; W 70mm; T 31mm; Wt 341g

77. SF 89b; Context 8. Flat tool of mica-schist, chipped to shape at ends and sides. Broad end worn smooth on one side. Wear is angled and visible as curved narrow band to halfway down one edge. Later pecking on this edge. Surface loss of stone may be extensive accounting for shape of smoothed and worn area. L 146mm; W 66mm; T 24mm; Wt 337g

78. SF 615; Context 7. Flattened, tapering bar of schist with early chipping on sides and by tip. Tip broken off and butt end may also be lost. Unfinished ard rough-out? L 234mm; W 93mm; T 28mm; Wt 858g

79. SF 527; Context 10. Flat, linear tool of schist. Roughly chipped and pecked to shape on edges, on one face and partly on the other. Ends of tool narrowed and polished on opposing faces. Both ends have wear marks. Edges of ends are slightly rounded. L 221mm; W 73mm; T 32mm; Wt 663g

80. SF 543; Context 15. Fragmentary thin tool of mica-schist. Lost part of one face and transversely damaged. Neatly chipped to shape along edges, after primary rough chipping. Only lower fragmentary surface worn smooth, masking the chipping at the edge and tip. Tip naturally upturned. L 135mm; W 74mm; T 21mm; Wt 292g

81. SF 568; Context 18. Tool of pink schist, badly weathered with some surface loss. Edges chipped and pointed end chipped to shape. Broad end may have been used as a polisher. L 174mm; W 76mm; T 26mm; Wt 442g

82. SF 722; Context 23. Schistose tool tip, broad and flat and broken across shaft. Chipped along both edges and on
one face. Mattock tip with edges blunted but no significant wear marks.
L 132mm; W 90mm; T 24mm; Wt 336g

5.6.9 Irregular flaked bars

83. SF 17; Context 1. Shaft of tool of schist, originally perhaps an ard point, with a rounded butt end. Tool had been chipped to shape then pecked all over. Pointed end may have been an ard tip, with only two small worn surface areas surviving. Rest of tip has been chipped and pecked. Both faces have two pecked hollows. Two hollows have linear striations from the side.
L 175mm; W 64mm; T 47mm; Wt 850g
84. SF 25; Context 5. Fragment of stone tool of chlorite schist. Has a rounded butt end but point is lost. Pecked down one side and possibly chipped down other. Much surface loss of stone on faces and butt end.
L 118mm; W 76mm; T 44mm; Wt 585g
85. SF 32; Context 5. Schist tool with lost point. Originally pecked to shape then had overall pecking. Large chipping around narrow end and less pecking. Could have been an ard point. Some surface loss from stone.
L 142mm; W 67mm; T 47mm; Wt 690g
86. SF 71; Context 7. Mica-schist tool with butt end missing. Pointed end chipped to shape, mainly from one direction. Butt end also chipped. Body of tool had all over pecking, prior to chipping. Has two opposing pecked indentations on shaft at sides, notched approx 80mm from the surviving end. Might have been an ard point, later used as a hammerstone.
L 127mm; W 65mm; T 52mm; Wt 601g
87. SF 545; Context 15. Schistose tool chipped along one edge and at narrow end. Pecked down one side. Possibly unfinished.
L 182mm; W 54mm; T 62mm; Wt approx 1.2kg
L 121mm; W 60mm; T 35mm; Wt 354g
89. SF 575; Context 18. Mildly metamorphosed flagstone. Crude tool chipped down both edges and at tip. May have lost butt end, but tool surface prone to weathering.
L 124mm; W 53mm; T 30mm; Wt 314g

5.6.10 Small hand tools

90. SF 20; Context 1. Small tapering tool of phyllitic schist with much surface loss of stone. Pointed end lost and butt end partly chipped. Some pecking on sides.
L 96mm; W 51mm; T 34mm; Wt 233g
91. SF 72; Context 11. Rounded but very worn tool of schistose rock. Evidence of some chipping on body, edges and at both ends. May have been pecked all over. Pointed end chipped to shape but much post-deposition weathering. Some surface loss of stone.
L 130mm; W 69mm; T 59mm; Wt 608g
92. SF 591; Context 21. Mildly metamorphosed flagstone with surface loss from stone. Small hand tool, chipped down edges and at ends. Much of surface pecking is lost and survives only on one edge. One end chipped from one direction; other end shattered.
L 130mm; W 72mm; T 39mm; Wt 450g

5.6.11 Miscellaneous pebbles

93. SF 21; Context 1. Felsite? pebble, faceted along shaft and at ends. Has been used as a rubber as one end and parts of shaft are smooth. Other end may have been pecked.
L 84mm; W 42mm; T 35mm; Wt 230g
94. SF 47; Context 5. Rounded triangular tool of schist. Edges and both ends chipped and later pecked. Random pecking on surface with two pecked hollows. Other face has one large pecked hollow.
L 168mm; W 89mm; T 49mm; Wt 1kg+
95. SF 99; Context 7. Schist pebble, finely pounded and shattered at both ends. Some facetting of ends with use. L 66mm; W 31mm; T 27mm; Wt 101g
96. SF 547; Context 15. Smooth schistose pebble. Both ends chipped on opposite surfaces. Flatter face has one small area of chipping, secondary damage to an area with some slight polish.
L 222mm; W 83mm; T 45mm; Wt approx 1.2kg
97. SF 558; Context 15. Small rounded pebble of schistose rock with slight indentation at narrower end. One edge partly pecked; other edge has a linear and random peck marks. Slight surface pecking with a linear mark on one face. Other face polished.
L 106mm; W 50mm; T 29mm; Wt 222g
98. SF 574; Context 18. Rounded, smoothed pebble of quartz-mica schist. Butt end damaged and rounded end chipped and pecked. Both faces have two pecked indentations, approx 25mm by 20mm. Tool may have been pecked down one edge and possibly partly smoothed with wear.
L 117mm; W 84mm; T 54mm; Wt 770g
99. SF 711; Context 21. Rounded pebble of degraded schist. Chipped on one side and with loss of surface on other. One surface polished with faint wear marks.
L 67mm; W 59mm; T 15mm; Wt 94g

5.6.12 Steatite

100. SF 16; Context 1. Base of oval vessel, the exterior more worn than the interior. Blunt pointed tool, 3mm wide, had been used to shape the vessel by pecking and with short strokes.
L 297mm; W 145mm (internal); T 23–40mm; Wt 5.09 kg
101. SF 40; Context 7. Complete but quite worn vessel, almost four-sided at the rim. Gradually rounds off to an oval base and is bevelled just 14mm above this. Top has been worked into shallow oval hollow, 15–30mm deep, and the vessel shows faint signs of pecking all over.
L 125mm; W 113mm; H 90mm; Wt 1.39kg
102. SF 33; Context 6. Worn fragment of waste, worked on one side with short, random grooves and pecks approx 3mm wide.
L 96mm; W 51mm; T 34mm; Wt 233g
103. SF 60; Context 8.
104. SF 61; Context 8.
105. SF 63; Context 8. Three pieces of worked waste, flat, worked by a blunt pointed tool, 3–4mm wide; a little worn. Tooling was roughly in one direction in short (12–42mm) strokes.
T 10–49mm; total Wt of SF 33, 60, 61 & 63 11.75kg
106. SF 81; Context 11. Slightly flattened, rounded rim fragment.
L 42mm; W 83mm; T 24mm; Wt 140g
L 74mm; W 50mm; T 23mm; Wt 146g
108. SF 538; Context 10. Five fragments, four very degraded and possibly burnt. The largest of these is smoothed on one surface and is approx 15mm thick. Other fragment tooled with horizontal grooves on smoothed
5.6.13 Ceramics

112. SF 537; Context 7. Body sherd, coil-built and heavily gritted with steatite and mica throughout. Possibly not slipped but surfaces burnished with wear. Munsell: hue 10YR 6/2 light brownish grey to 7/2 light grey
113. SF 542; Context 14. Two small body sherds with degraded steatite inclusions and mica dust. Slipped and burnished on exterior surface. Munsell: hue 10YR 5/2 greyish brown
114. SF 553; Context 15. Body sherd with inclusions of steatite; mica dusted. Coil-built with slipped and burnished outer surface. Munsell: hue 10YR 5/2 greyish brown to 1/2 dark greyish brown
115. SF 556; Context 15. Rim sherd with mica dust. Coil-built with steatite inclusions. Outer and inner surfaces smoothed with food debris on inner surface. Rim narrows to rounded tip. Munsell: hue 10YR 7/4 very pale brown to 6/4 light yellowish brown
117. SF 573; Context 15. Reconstructed flat base and part of one side of a coil-built earthenware vessel. Inclusions of quartz, mica and schist in body sherds. Probably slipped on both surfaces. Patch of smoothing on surface of base edge and on inside. Possible remains of food debris on inside. Munsell: hue 7.5YR 6/4 light brown
118. Remains of another vessel base of reduced ware, badly crushed and distorted, found with 117. Very micaceous with some quartz and steatite inclusions. Burnished, if not slipped, to a hard surface. Munsell: hue 2.5YR 2/4 or 5 dark reddish brown
119. SF 580; Context 15. Small body sherd with schist inclusions. Mica dust on burnished and slipped outer surface. Inner surface lost. Sherd concave from below vessel rim or shoulder. Munsell: hue 10YR 6/2 light brownish grey to 5/2 greyish brown
120. SF 700; Context 14. Body sherd with high percentage of schist inclusions. Also has mica dust throughout and some quartz grains. Outer surface lost. Inner surface smoothed and possibly slipped, with some carbon deposits. Munsell: hue 7.5YR 5/2 brown

5.6.14 Quartz artefacts

All SF 513 from Context 7

C1. Unretouched bipolar flake, fragmented. L 42mm; W 46mm; T 15mm
C2. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 31mm; W 45mm; T 10mm
C3. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 47mm; W 33mm; T 10mm
C4. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 47mm; W 25mm; T 8mm
C5. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 30mm; W 27mm; T 8mm
C6. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 37mm; W 37mm; T 10mm
C7. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 38mm; W 25mm; T 14mm
C8. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 30mm; W 34mm; T 8mm
C9. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 40mm; W 26mm; T 12mm
C10. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 37mm; W 19mm; T 8mm
C11. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 31mm; W 27mm; T 8mm
C12. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 32mm; W 29mm; T 10mm
C13. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 22mm; W 34mm; T 8mm
C14. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 32mm; W 22mm; T 5mm
C15. Unretouched bipolar flake, proximal end. L 26mm; W 19mm; T 8mm
C16. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 41mm; W 34mm; T 16mm
C17. Unretouched indeterminate flake, possibly platform flake. L 22mm; W 22mm; T 6mm
C18. Bipolar core. L 40mm; W 29mm; T 15mm
C19. Bipolar core. L 37mm; W 31mm; T 16mm
C20. Bipolar core. L 42mm; W 34mm; T 19mm
C21. Bipolar core, one corner broken off. L 34mm; W 25mm; T 13mm
C22. Bipolar core, one lateral side broken off. L 36mm; W 20mm; T 12mm
C23. Unretouched bipolar flake. L 41mm; W 29mm; T 14mm
C24. Short end-scraper on bipolar flake. L 43mm; W 35mm; T 14mm
C25. Double end-scraper on bipolar flake, most of one working edge broken off. Distinct notch in either side – possibly associated with hafting. L 38mm; W 32mm; T 13mm
C26. Short end-scraper on bipolar flake. Both lateral sides blunted by steep retouch. L 44mm; W 39mm; T 18mm
C27. Short end-scraper on bipolar flake. L 21mm; W 18mm; T 8mm
C28. Short end-scraper on bipolar flake, the central part of the working-edge broken off. L 37mm; W 32mm; T 17mm
C29. Short end-scraper on bipolar flake, most of the working edge broken off but a stretch of scraper edge clearly visible at one corner. L 37mm; W 31mm; T 11mm
C30. Short end-scraper on bipolar flake, one corner of the
C31. Borer on bipolar flake, outermost tip broken off.
L 30mm; W 16mm; T 8mm

Notches or retouch clearly visible on either lateral side near the break.
L 42mm; W 21mm; T 9mm
6 Discussion of the evidence and conclusions

6.1 Problems of artefact distribution and survival

Analyses of the location and distribution of the finds across the site (Illus 27; Illus 28; Illus 29; Illus 34; Illus 38) and of the individual artefacts have produced little information on the function and chronology of the house. Overall, the assemblage was concentrated within the north and west parts of the building where it was best preserved. However, the distribution becomes random when viewed in phases. There were very few diagnostic artefacts. Those finds that could help define the chronology of the house or the length of its use were scattered throughout the stratigraphic levels of the site, or were found in contexts which could be described as disturbed or unreliable for dating purposes.

The majority of artefacts were from abandonment and modern levels, with very few objects from the actual occupation and use of the house. This situation is paralleled in other prehistoric and rural medieval sites excavated in the Northern Isles. At the complex Iron Age levels at Howe, Orkney primary floor levels of buildings were almost devoid of artefacts (Ballin Smith 1994). Cleaning and clearing of floors was suggested as a reason for this paucity. At the medieval site of The Biggings, Papa Stour, Shetland (Crawford & Ballin Smith 1999) there was a similar situation, made more complex by the possibility that artefacts had been stored in roof spaces and had later become incorporated into abandonment levels of the same building. Reworking of early deposits by later occupation at The Biggings produced an artefact distribution table that mirrors that of the Catpund house. Many artefacts from earlier buildings were found in abandonment levels, especially in the uppermost levels of the site where they were encountered as residual finds.

No two situations are identical, but it is highly probable that the large numbers of artefacts present in abandonment levels at Catpund derived from the occupation of the structure. The significant growth of soil during this period might have been the result of the platform being used for agricultural purposes. It is reasonable to suggest that the level area was used for crop production, possibly with the addition of manure or turf brought in from other accessible areas of the hillside. The accumulation of artefacts in abandonment levels, in addition to those derived from reworked occupation deposits, could be the result of agricultural activities represented by the high number of ard point fragments, bars and miscellaneous stone tools.

The reuse of the site, indicated by the occurrence of the only quern, appears to have been relatively short-lived. Stratigraphic evidence for occupation at that time is slight, with perhaps the shell of the original structure being reused for shelter or temporary accommodation. The range and number of artefacts found in the succeeding abandonment phase might indicate that further agricultural activity had taken place on the platform during the reuse of the building. On the evidence of the quern, ard points and bars, the occupation could have been seasonal and related specifically to food production while the presence of steatite and ceramic vessels suggests gathering or preparation of foodstuffs. The artefacts present in the final abandonment might have derived from the preceding reuse. The reworking of deposits in more recent times, with the disturbance of the original building and its later reuse, largely account for the high numbers of prehistoric artefacts within a structure that belongs to the historic period.

Following the analysis of ard point distribution from sites in Orkney and Shetland, an alternative suggestion is that the large numbers of unworked ard points found in abandonment levels is possibly due to deliberate deposition, as a ‘closing deposit’ or votive offering (Downes & Lamb 2000, 126). Almost all the complete ard points, including 13 fragmentary ones, found at Catpund were located towards the base of the earth fill of the planticrub, or within and around its walls. The high numbers of other artefacts indicate disturbance of earlier deposits when the planticrub was built. However, the suggestion of symbolism proposed by Downes & Lamb is not without its merit, as the unworked ard points might have derived from abandonment levels.

6.2 Activities indicated by the tools

All the artefacts recovered from the site were made from inorganic resources. This bias results in an interpretation of the building’s use that is far from accurate and completely one-sided. The evidence from the artefacts is indicative of grain cultivation, with ploughing or digging taking place in the vicinity of the house although no carbonised grain was found at the site and plough marks did not survive. The tools included bars (probably rough-outs for ard points and turf cutters), ard points and fragments. The quern, a non rotary type, indicates grain-processing, while the small hand tools and some of the miscellaneous stones that might have been used in food preparation indicate that pounding, rubbing or chopping tools were required. It is equally plausible that some of the hand tools could have been used during the construction of the prehistoric building. Direct evidence for cooking was
indicated by the presence of the broken steatite vessel, with its worn-out base and carbon deposits, lying on the floor near the hearth area. The scrapers and the single borer found among the quartz tools indicate leather processing, or the manufacture of wooden or bone artefacts. Analysis of the quartz suggests that there were two clusters from the final abandonment or possibly from the reoccupation of the site. One, possibly a cache, was located between the wall of the house and the west pillar and a second between the hearth area, the entrance and the south pillar. Both these areas of the house might have been used for knapping purposes during later phases.

Felsite knives have been found at most prehistoric houses in Shetland, and as artefacts are not uncommon. However, at Catpund the felsite knife was the best finished of the artefacts and the most aesthetically pleasing to modern eyes, even though it was broken and damaged (Illus 22). The condition of the tool suggested heavy use although its use as a knife is implied and not certain. During the Neolithic period it might have been a valued item, perhaps used for a ceremonial purpose, as a status object or votive offering, only to be put to a more mundane or practical use during the Bronze Age.

The activities to which the two handles from Shetland clubs were put remain obscure. It has been suggested (Clarke 2000a; Clarke 2000b, 99) that 'handles' might not have been handles as such but the means of hafting an object, although no further indication of their use was evident. The Catpund examples have no extra wear to support the idea of hafting and in fact they fit well in the hand. The care taken with the manufacture of the handles (and perhaps the complete tools as well) suggests that they might well have had a decorative, and not simply a functional, use. The presence of similar handles at many Bronze Age sites in Shetland might indicate that they were either part of a general tool kit for food preparation, or were in general use for other unspecified activities such as weaving or textile preparation.

It is interesting that there were no articles of personal adornment and no armlets or beads although, in contrast to late Bronze Age sites such as Mavis Grind, only one bead was found at Scord of Brouster and no personal artefacts at Tougs. Catpund yielded little environmental evidence. Some burnt peat remained in a stone box in the floor of the house but there were no other carbonised remains, nor burnt or unburnt bone, shells or seeds. The mineralised fragments of coprolites perhaps tell us a little more about the inhabitants of the house or the domestic animals that lived with them, as well as the function of the drain.

In general, the Catpund assemblage indicates that the site was an agricultural settlement where the economy was based on farming activities and food preparation. The reoccupation of the house shows a very similar picture, but perhaps a more transient one as the stratigraphic evidence is slight. The quartz tools suggest that meat and other animal products, especially leather, were being treated at the site. The presence of ceramic and steatite pots indicates that the manufacture of both types of vessels, if not taking place within the building, probably occurred nearby. The exploitation of resources for the manufacture of all the stone tools, the stone vessel and the ceramic pots took place locally. Apart from the felsite knife, there is little that can be described as coming from beyond the local area.

The knife and the stone handles belonged to tools whose functions remain lost in the past. Whether they were used for daily activities or had more esoteric meanings is open to speculation. However, the presence of the steatite lamp, although technically from a modern context, indicates that the house was probably occupied throughout the year, suggesting that, despite the lack of evidence, the normal cycle of activities took place at Catpund as it did in other Shetland prehistoric houses.

6.3 Dating the house from the finds

From the analysis of the artefact assemblage it is difficult to be certain in which period the Catpund house was built. Almost all of the artefacts from all phases of the site confirm that the house is prehistoric in date, but probably not Iron Age because of the lack of diagnostic tool and ceramic types. It seems most likely that the house is post-Neolithic because of the number of ard points and the inclusion of a worn and broken felsite knife. Through analogy with other sites, the association of the steatite vessel and the lamp places the building in the Bronze Age while the limited pottery evidence suggests that it post-dates the Early Bronze Age. This is reinforced by the quartz assemblage, which suggests that the house was occupied some time in the middle or late Bronze Age.

The range of finds from the Catpund house is comparable to those found at House 1 at Scord of Brouster which was dated to 2510±70 BP (CAR 244) to 1715±75 BP (CAR 248) (Whittle et al 1986, 75).

6.4 The enclosure

In spite of excavation, the dating of the enclosure dykes at Catpund could not be ascertained with any certainty. In form they are similar to field walls excavated at Scord of Brouster (Whittle et al 1986). However, at Scord of Brouster there survived a prehistoric landscape of various dates with a complex system of infield and outfields. It could be argued that some of the dykes at Catpund are contemporary with the house, with features such as the enigmatic D-shaped structure being later. Alternatively, the simply constructed field dykes could be of medieval or later date.

The dykes follow the terrain, limiting access to higher slopes and to more severe drops from the platform. The entrance in the south-west of the enclosure was made possible by the more gently sloping contours and was the only practical place for
it. The platform was used for agricultural purposes in the Bronze Age and therefore a dyke might have been a useful means of keeping farm animals on the more difficult slopes and away from crops. The lack of evidence to suggest that the dykes had been rebuilt or realigned may move the argument towards their being contemporary with the house. If they were contemporary, the house and its enclosure form an interesting unit that is worthy of further research in the context of the development of the Shetland landscape.

6.5 The house

The Catpund house is similar in shape and design to many of the early Shetland stone houses, being oval or sub-circular in plan with four internal pillars and a single entrance. There have been recent attempts to summarise the information on Shetland houses by bringing together a useful diagram of the size and shape of prehistoric houses, by reviewing their attributes in the light of those at Sumburgh (Downes & Lamb 2000, 120, fig 40), and also by outlining their statistics in relation to the structural remains at Kebister (Owen & Lowe 1999, 262, table 54). From these publications it is possible to suggest that the Catpund house is above average in dimensions and, although it most resembles the Phase 2 house at Mavis Grind in size, it does not in form.

In spite of its poor structural preservation and the lack of archaeological deposits within it, the Catpund house retained some features that allow comparison with, for example, House 1 at Scord of Brouster (Whittle et al 1986). Although smaller than Catpund, House 1 had four massive orthostats that divided the house interior into bays. It also had a paved gully or drain with an extension of similar dimensions to that at Catpund (Whittle et al 1986, 24, fig 18). The location of several central hearths and the presence of platform recesses (recesses or chambers raised slightly above floor level) at Scord of Brouster are also mirrored at Catpund and hint at what had been destroyed. The Scord of Brouster house has been dated to the late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. From the analysis of artefacts, the balance of evidence suggests that the Catpund house is slightly later, possibly middle to late Bronze Age. Recent publications of investigations at Sumburgh and Kebister have added considerably to our knowledge of the form and function of Shetland prehistoric houses although they do not necessarily help define or interpret the one at Catpund.

Catpund, unlike Sumburgh, Kebister and the earlier site excavated at Stanydale, produced no evidence for wooden construction. Despite the dearth of stratigraphic evidence, the use and occupation of the Catpund house might indicate moderate alteration of the construction concentrated in a contained period of time, but no significant rebuilding of the original structure. This picture is reinforced by artefactual evidence that suggests little cultural change took place at the site. The internal arrangement of the house at Catpund, particularly the dividing pillars, the provision of at least one recess and the internal drainage system (Illus 14), is mirrored at many houses but with variations. Drains were associated with the late Bronze Age structures at both Kebister (Owen & Lowe 1999, 265–6) and Sumburgh (Downes & Lamb 2000, 11) and, like the one at Catpund, their function can be difficult to interpret. The mineralised coprolites at Catpund are a surprising survival from the drain and suggest it functioned as a sewer, perhaps in addition to removing water from the house.

The form of the Catpund house is clearly defined in spite of stone robbing and wall collapse. However, due to the paucity of finds and stratigraphy within the building, it has been impossible to assign activities to specific areas of it. The central hearth area is clearly defined whereas the functions of other areas of the house are lost.

The problem of the location and distribution of finds are discussed above. However, the limited nature of the artefact assemblage (both in numbers and types of finds) adds little to the phasing identified from the site’s stratigraphic record. Both stratigraphically and artefactually the evidence from the site points to the construction, use, abandonment, limited reuse and further abandonment of the structure within a limited cultural period. The construction and use of the planticrub suggests that after its abandonment, possibly in the late Bronze Age, the site was not used again until the post-medieval period when steadings were probably constructed along the Catpund Burn.
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